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Introduction and Statement of Intent. 

Official intervention in the forward exchange market, 

as a method of reducing the reserve drain of a weak - currency 

country and of supporting confidence in jts currency's existing 

par value, has become more than an academic topic. In the 

period following Germany!s revaluation of the Deutschemark in 

March .1961, the American and German authorities jOintly 

undertook substantial commitments to deliver forward marks to 

hedgers and speculators who anticiphted a further revaluation 

of that currency. During the speculative attack on the 

Canadian dollar in 1962, the Cana~ian authorities sold forward 

at least 239 million U.S. dollars, equal to 20% of their spot 
1 

reserves at the time. ·A.sain, more recently, between 1964 
,/ 

and 1967, the pe riod repre sent ing the denouement of the 

prolonged siege of sterling which had become a permanent 

feature of the international monetary scene since at least 

the mid 1950s, the Bank of England undertook large forward 

com~itments, the exact amount of which remaining undisclosed 

for political reasons. 

---'-~'----------'----

lc.f. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Quarterly Estimates of 
the Canadian Balance of International Payments) Fourth 
Quarter 1962, and Preliminary Estimates for th~ Year 1962_ 
Vol. 10. No.4, page 15. 

1 
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This .active intervention by Governments in the forward 
, 

market is permitted under the present International Monetary 

System, as fomalised at Bret.ton Woods. The authorities of 

a country may intervene to influence not only the spot but 

also the forward rate of exchange. As it is stated in 

Article IV of the IMF Charter, the margin between the spot 

and forward rate of a currency is not to be more than the 

Fund considers reasonable.
l 

Since reasonableness is nowhere 

defined, this means that there are no fixed limits to the 

movements of forward rates of exchange, and governments are 

lAnnex II - Articles of Agreement of the IMF. Article IV Par' 
values of Currene ie s. 
Section 3, Foreign exchange dealings based on parity -

"The maximum and minimum rates for exchange transactions 
between the currencies of members taking place within 
their territories shall not differ from parity 
i) In the case of spot exchange trarisactions by more 

than 1%. 
ii) In the case of other e'xchange transactions by a mc.:.rgin 

which exceeds the margin for spot exchange trans
actions by mon~ than the Fund considers reasonable.1l 

With regard to the above, it should be noted that, in July, 
1970, the U.S. Goverriment launched a surprising initiative 

.for a substantial rewriting of the articles of agreement of 
the IMF,to allo'lii for more exchange rat.e flexibility. 

For statements and analysis of the proposed reforms, 
reference should be made to 'London Times Business News', 
July 7th - 8th. 
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at liberty to decide whether or not to intervene in the forward 

market. 

In fact, financial atithorities have decided increasingly 

in the recent past to intervene, although somewhat sporadically, 

in the forVlard market. This is particularly true of the major 

financial powers o The forward market,- because of its special 

susceptibility to speculative influences, is regarded as an 

important indicator of expectations with respect to spot rates. 

A fall in a currency's forward rate is often a signal of a 

decline in the market's confidence in the same currency's spot 

rate. If this fall is not checked, "it can easily lead to a 

cumulative wave of adverse specualati-on generating outflows 

of short-term capital direct~y, as well as indirectly via the 

creation of perverse arbitrage incentives. Hl To prevent this, 

governments are more willing than ever today to constrain 

forward rate movements by operating as residual buyer and 

seller of their own currency in the domestic forward market o 

This is the most common method of intervention. Another, less 

common technique involves the use of swap accommodations 

whereby the authorities buy or sell spot exchange at a cert.aJ.n 

rate while, at the same time, selling or buyi.ng forward 

.-----~-~----.---

lB. J. Cohen, B~c~_of_ Paym~nt_~J:olic'y. Penguin Modern 
l;~conomi.cs Series: Chapter 2, page 82. 
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exchange at another rate. ~. 

Much of the recent literature which has appeared on the 

subject of forward intervention has been concerned with the 

defense of sterling, but many of the issues involved are 

a~plicable to any major currency under speculative attack. 

Because of the increased interest in the subject in govern

ment circles, it would seem useful tore-examine afresh the 

effects of official transactions in forward exchange and the 

circumstances where such transactions would be appropriate. 

Thus, in the first .part of this paper, I intend to examIne 

the question of Government Intervention in the Forward 

Exchange Market from the theoretical side and to posit, and 

try to answer, some nf the questions this issue has given "rise 

to. Consideration will be given to such questions as: should 

intervention be limited in extent and/or duration and if so, 

in what sense and why? In what sort of payments situation is 

official support of the forward rate appropriate? Need it be 

confined to meeting speculative attacks? 

Having completed this theoretical analysis, I will then 

turn, in part two of the paper, to an examination of the 

British authorities views and policies with regard to jnter

vention and to the radical change in opinion which has occured 

on this subject over the last decade. It will be shown that 
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British forward intervention has had a somewhat fitfull 

history to the extent that it has been pursued with vigour 

in some periods and abandoned in others. Some attempt will 

be made to examine this periodicity and the reasons behind it. 

By way of contrast, a short chapter will also be devoted to 

American use of forward support over the last ten years. 

This examination and contrasting of British and 

American experience of forwE..rd - market intervent ion \'1ill 

serve to underline the difference in the availability of data. 

Whereas the U.S. publishes at regular intervals detailed 

information regarding the size, nature and duration of any 

support given to forward markets of vgrious currenc ies, al-ong 

with a running total of outstanding commitments, the British 

authorities, according to a high-placed Bank of England advisor, 

regard such information as being "too politically explosive" 

afid, in consequence, keep it a closely guarded secret. The 

latter viewpoint has obviously been determined by Britain's 

serious economic difficulties over the last 15 years and a 

wish not to accentuate such difficulties by publishing 

information which might, in the official view, be misinter

preted by the exchange markets. Although such reticence is 

understandable, it makes any study of Briti sh for ... vard-exchange 

policy that much more difficult. However, as will be seen, 

t6ere are some policy statements available which help to 
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overcome this inherent difficulty and make some analysis 

possible. 

Finally, in the third· part 6f the paper, an attempt 

will be made to draw the threads of the above theoretical and 

practical analysis together and to try and arrive at some 

conclusions regarding the efficacy and.desirability of 

official forward intervention. Before embarking on this course, 

it is not inappropriate to examine the theoretical structure 

of the foreign exchange market per se, since this provides the 

e~sential constraints within which the theory of forward 

intervention·must operate. 



Part 1. 

Chapter 1 - Basic Foreign Exchange Market Theory. 

An international transaction generally comprises two 

separate exchanges: one is the commercial or financial 

exchange itself, the other is the transfer of one national 

currency into another required to effe~t payment. The latter 

are called foreign ~ exchange transactions and occur on the 

foreign - exchange market. Thus, broadly defined, the 

foreign exchange "market is a mechanism which makes possible 

the exchange of different national currencies between buyers 

and sellers. 

These buyers and sellers can b~ divided into separate 

groups. The largest, and most influential, is the central 

bank of a country. In addition to being in control of the 

particular country's reserves of gold and foreign exchange, 

the central bank is the body responsible for the maintenance 

of its domestic currency's exchange rate within the constraints 
" I 

imposed by the rules of the IMF. Th~ exercise of this 

function requires the central bank to intervene in its own 

foreign exchange ~arket as residual buyer and seller - that 

is, purchasing its own currer.cy, in exchange fOI" foreiGn 

currencies from the reserves, when it is oversold, and selling 

1 
~c.f. page 2, footnote 1. 

7 



it for foreign currencies when it is overbought. This 

stabilisation function, achieved by means of market inter

vention through an Exchange Fund, makes the central bank 

the most powerful force in the foreign exchange market. 

The other two main groups of buyers and sellers are 

the commercial banks, and the merchant and international 

banks. The former; who operate in the inter-bank market 

through their foreign exchange departments, hold working 

balances of the major currencies which they increase or 

decrease, according to the needs of their customers, by 

straightforward buying and selling in the markete The latter, 

whose main preocc~pation is with int~rnational trade and 

investment, also buy and sell in the market to facilitate 

these transactions, and it would appear that their role, is 

of increasing importance. 

Most of the banks which deal internationally maintain 

balances in a number of foreign currencies with correspondent 

banks or affiliates abroad. The foreign exchange trans

actions themselves are merely accounting debits and credits 

relating to the foreign - currency balances of these banks. 

In practice, such transactions are generally made by means 

of a cable transfer, which effects the necessary change in 

the ownership of a foreign - currency deposit. Other types 
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of transfers are also used, for example air mail, but these 

ar~ of lesser importance. 

When an international monetary transaction is made, 

there obviously has to be some exchange rate for the 

currenci~s involved. This rate is the price of one 

currency in terms of another and, as such, can be stated in 

either of two monetary units. Some count~ies, including the 

United States, prefer to express the exchange rate as the 

price, in domestic currency, of a unit of a foreign currency; 

.others quote it as the price, in foreign currency, of a unit 

of domestic. currency. However it is expressed, the foreign 

exchange rate serves an important - indeed, an indispens?ble -

function. For, by indicating how many units of one currency 

must be exchanged for a unit of another, it provides a 

measure of their relative values for purposes of international 

·trade. As such, it makes it possible to translate domestic 

costs and prices in different countries into their international 

price equivalents, and thus to compare the relative prices of 

different commodities in the interriational market. 

Since an exchange rate is the price of a foreign 

currency in terms of a domestic currency, each country has as 

many foreign exchange rates as there are other currencies. 

These exchange rates also imply a multiplicity of cross rates 
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between the other currencies, all of which must correspond 

with one another. If, for any reason, they do not, an 

opportunity exists for a profit tb be made through a process 

kriown as exchange arbitrage; however, consideration of this 
1 

will be postponed until later. 

Most writers on the subject
2 

agree that the foreign -

exchange market performs three basic functions: to effect 

international transfers of purchasing power, to provide credit 

for foreign trade and to furnish facilities for hedging foreign 

exchange risks. These will be examined briefly in t'urn. 

The fpreign exchange market transfers purchasing power 

by means of a clearing process which is the international. 

analogue3 of clearing within the domestic banking system.' A 

country pays for its imports with its exports. Exporters in 

a given country receive payment for their goods in domestic 

------------~------------------~----.. -
1 c.f. below, page 18 

2For example see: 
I. Wexler, Fundamentals of International Economic_§. (New York, 
1968), Chapter 8. 
Ingo Walter, Intern§tional Ecol!-..Qmics (New York, 1968), 
Chapter 10~ 
C.P. Kindleberger, International Econo,.!pics (Illinois, 1968, 
4th Edition), Chapter 23. 

3The phrase is Kindlebergers. See his IpternatiC2.nal Economics 
page 438 for a flow diagram illustrating this. 
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currency from overseas buyers, who thereby pay domestic 

currency for. their purchases ,from abrDad~ Thus while goods 

and various'instruments of- credit move ce tween countries, the 

clearing process allows payments to be made, for these trans-

actions, in domestic currency within the country, except for 

any 'settlement of net balance~. The latter occurs when, as 

a'result of foreign transactions, a country's claims are not 

equal to its pay~ents~ This eicess demand or supply of 

foreign exchange is removed from the market either through 

short-term capital movements, by speculators, by the monetary 

authorities of the country, through,transfers of gold or, 

more fundamentally, through a c~ange in price (i.e. exchange 

rate). As Kindleberger has written, this "possibility of 

,imbalance at the margin complicates the foreign exchange 

market, ,and opens up a variety of possible outcomes. But the 

basic function of the market is discharged in dealing with 

the inframarginaL transactions, that is, in clearing payments 

against receipts in transactions wi th f~reign countries" 1 

It should be noted that while the ultimate suppliers 

and buyers of foreign exchange are primarily those who eng~ge 

in importing, exporting and foreign - investment activities, 

lIbid, page 441. 
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" . 
it is the banks referred to above (excluding, of course, the 

central ban~) ~hich effect the clearing process required by 
, 

these foreign - exchange transactions. Without such a mechanism, 

an international exchange of goods and services could not occur. 

For, although goods could conceivably be exchanged inter-

nationally on a barter basis,: the scope of such trade would 

be severely limited. Further, it would be difficult to con-

ceive of an international exchange of services or flows of 

capital based on such a system. Thus," in this respect,foreign 
. 

and domestic trade are very similar. Both depend on the 

existence of an efficient mechanism by which payments can be 

transferred from buyers to sellers, regardless of the distance 

between them. And, just as the banking system within each 

country "makes possible the transfer of funds domestically y so 

banks, ~hrough their participation in the foreign exchange 

market. facilitate" the transfer of funds internationally. 

As for the," credit" function of the foreign - exchange 

market, it is clear that the ~vailability of credit and credit 

facilities "is as much a requirement for the conduct of foreign 

trade as of domestic trade. Consequently, the same institutions 

- that is, banks - that effect the transfer process have also 

come to be regarded as ~he major source of short - term credit 

with which to finance exports and imports. Although the 
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technicalities of such operations will not be examined here, 

it might be noted that the extension of credit to finance 

international trade differs only f~om such operations for 

domestic trade in one respect: the credit instruments used 

to finance international trade may be denominated in foreign 

currencies. Thus, a purchase or s~le of foreign exchange may 

be involved as well. 

Everything tha~ has beel1 said so far concerning the 

foreign exchange market has implied that all transactions in 

international currencies are consummated immediately: that 

is, currencies are sold for immediate delivery at rates of 

·exchange existing at the time the t~ansaction is made. In 

fact, foreign exchange is not orily contracted for delivery in 

the pre~ent but also for future delivery; the latter is known 

as forward exchange, the forward rate being the price for 

such transactions fixed at the time the contract is drawn up. 

·Forward rates, usually for '30; 60, 90 or 180 days delivery, 

can be quoted in the same manner as spot rates, but it is more 

common for.either currency involved tb be quoted in terms of 

its relation to the spot rate of the ·two currencies. This 

means that the forward rate is usually stated as a discount 
1 

from, or premium on, the spot rate. The spot and forward 

1.For example, if spot sterling is quoted in New York at $2.40, 
while the 3 month forward rate is $2.3950, the latter may then 
be stated as a 50 point disco~nt. 
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markets together are the components of the 'overall foreign 

exchange market. 
. 

Importers and exporters utilise the for\vard market 

since t~ey regard it as a relatively cheap method of avoiding 

·the risks of a posSible movement in the spot rate. Such 

transactors, dealing, of course, through their banks, take 

on an exchange risk if they have an Open p6sition in a foreign 

currency; this can t~ke the form either of a long position, 

~hich is ~n excess of claims over liabilities, or of a short 

position, an excess of debts over claims. With the former, 

the transactor faces the risk that the spot rate of the foreign 

. currency may fall; this risk can be avoided by the sellipg 

forward of anticipated foreign exchange receipts. \<dth t,he 

latter, the risk of a rise in the spot rate can be eliminated 

by buying forward to meet anticipated payment obligations. 

Both of these techniques of risk - of uncertainty - avoidance 

·are known as coveringe 

Forward markets also provide a method of protecting the 

value of capital assets against the possibility of movements 

in the spot rate. This process, kn00n as hedging, involves 

the holders of assets denominated in a foreign currency 

avoiding the possibilit~ of an exchange depreciation by·selling 

this currency f02'w8.rd, th~reby ensuring that the value of these 
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assets will be maintained in terms of their dome~tic currency. 

However, hedging and covering are not costless techniques 

since accommodation might be"expensiv~ if forward exchange is 

selling at a discount, as it is likely to be in the 

circumstances which induced the hedging. For example, if the 

spot rate does not decline before the maturity of the forward 

contract, the transactor stands to lose the difference 

between this spot rate and the rate at which he sold forward4 
- " 

Apart from being used for financing trade and avoiding 

~isk, .the spot and forward exchange ma"rkets are also used for 

speculative purposes. Those individuals or institutions who 

"en~age in speculative activities often take on a sini~ter role 

in the minds of politicians. The latter, especially in times 

of so-called currency crises, view them as traitors to their 

country or as selling their country short! This emotionalism, 

although understandable, is inaccurate. Speculators are 

merely risk taker~ who are· interested in taking advantage of 

the possibility of movements in a 6urrency's spot rate over 

time.
l 

By being willing to take an open position in a foreign 

currency, th~y consciously face an e~change risk. They make 

their profits through their expectations regardiny the spot 

lIn contrast, traders and investors are risk avoiders, aiming 
to prevent the uncertainty inherent in foreign exchange 
transactions by covering ~n open position. 
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rate in the fu~ure being more accurate than the general view 

prevailing in ,the market.. 

In a manner analagous to th~ domestic money market, 

foreign exchange speculators are either known as "Bulls" or 

'''Bears~. The former takes a more optimistic view than the 

market, while the latter takes a more pessimistic view, with 

regard to the prospects for the price of the currency_ 

An important P!ocess carried out ih the foreign exchange 

market is arbitrage which, as defined by Einzig,l is the 

~simultaneous buying and selling nf foreign exchanges for the 

sake of realising profits from discrepancie£ between exchange 

'rates prevailing at the same time in different centres, or 

between forward margins for different maturities, or between 

interes~ rates prevailing at the same time in different centres 

or in different currencies'!. The first' two forms of arbitrage, 

known as "space" and "time" arbitrage respectively,2 are the 

two basic kinds of exchang~ arbitrage, and they perform the 

vital function of keeping the market for a given currency 

unified allover the worldo A simpl~ example, illustrating 

space arbitrage, will serve to underline this point~ 

Ip. Einzig, A_Textbo~on F'o:rei,gn~§!"!!Ee. (New York,1966); 
Appendix I, page 233. ' 

2For a more detailed treatment of these concepts, see Einzig's 
~ook, Chapters 6 - 8. 
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Suppose a change in the demand for pounds occurs in 

New York. The resultant increase in the dollar rate on 

pounds will be transmitted, ~lmost instantaneously, from New 

York to London by arbitrage. If the rate for the pound had 

increased to $2.4010 in New York, while the rate for the dollar 

had remained. at $2.40 in London, it ~ould become profitabl~ 

for arbitrageurs to buy ~~unds at $2.40 in iondon and sell them 

at $2.4010 in N.8w York. This would increase the demand for 

sterling in London and the supply in New York and would continue 

until the prices became the same.
l 'S~ch arbitrageurs are not 

speculators since, except for a matter of moments, they have 

no open position in foreign currency. They make their profits 

from buying and selling foreign currencies; in the course of 

which they end in the same currency in which they started~ 

Two-point arbitrage results from an arbitrageur finding 

a spread in the price of his own currency in two markets, 

usually his own and one abroad. The·resultant simultaneous 

purchase and sale of two monetary units in two market centres, 

described above, is the" simplest form of exchange arbitrage& 

However, arbitrage can be more complicated when it operates 

lOr differed by no more than the cost of telegrams and interest. 
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1 
through the cross rates. For example, three-point arbitrage 

could involve the purchase of francs in New York, their sale 

in Paris against pounds, and'the sale of pounds for dollars 

in either London or New York. Here, it is assumed that the 

rates for the franc are the same in Paris and N~w York, and 

for the pound in London and New York,_ but not for the pound 

and franc in London and Paris. In this sit~ation] a three

point deal by an, arbitrageur in New York would accomplish 

what two-point arbitrage in francs and pounds would do from 

either London or Paris. 

Thus exchange arbitrage is the element that unifies 

the foreign exchange market. Since it is an eisentially . 

costless technique J arbitrage can bring about a consistant 

set of exchange rates whi~h reflect underlying supply and 

demand conditions. As Kindleberger has written 2 "A single 

market is defined as the place where buyers and sellers of an 

article trade it at an identical price. In the same market 

only one price exists. Where the same price exists continuously 

for the same commodity, ,there is one market. Where there are 

two markets and the costs of buying in one and selling in the 

lc.f. pagelOabove. 
2 . 
Op.Clt., page 447. 
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other are small, arbitrage will produce essentially one price 

and one market fi If 

Interest arbitrage, the third major form of arbitrage, 

largely determines the relationship between exchange rates 

prevailine on the spot and forward markets. By the taking 

advantage of international differences in interest rates on 

comparable assets, it establishes simultaneous iquilibrium in 

all forward markets, thereby linking spot and forward markets 

in an economic sense. 

For the purpof.,es of illustra.tion, assume that rate on 

.British Treasury Bills is higher than the rate on Treasury bills 

in America. American interest arbitrageurs, in the possession 

of liquid funds, therefore have an incentive to ITove these 

funds to London. They will buy spot po~nds to purchase British 

bills, but also sell pounds (buy dollars) forward to Cover 

their position. They will, want to cover forward for, should 

sterling's spot rate decline b~fore the maturity of these 

inveE,tments, their interest-arbitrage gains, mea slu'ed in dollars, 

will also decline, or even disappear conpletely as a,result 

of an exchange loss on return of their funds to their own 

currency. Thus t to avoid such ~n occurence, wlwn they buy spot 

st,erling ~ they will simultaneously sell fOrl'vard sterling ~ with 

each fOrvJClrd contracts maturity set for the date the 
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corresponding investment will mature. 
, 

Because the rate of interest is higher in Britain than 

in America, a discount on th~ forward rate for pounds against 

dollars will develop as a result of the interest arbitrage. 

The reasoning behind this is as follows9 As was seen, 

American arbitrageurs, to offset any ~xchange risk, sold 

pounds to their banks for future delivery ih exchange for 

dollars at an agreed price. These banks, by making these 

forward contracts) have now assumed the exchange risk and are 

contracted to produce dollars in the future at the agreed 

rate. To cover themselves, the Bank~ will engage in swap 

t~ansactions: at the same time that they buy forward poupds, 

they will sell an equal amount of spot pounds, thereby 

reducing their holdings qf pounds and increasing their 

holdings of dollars. However, since interest rates in 

America are lower than those in England, the banks will 

sustain a loss of interest as a result of the switch. They 

will pass this loss on to Americans by alt~ring the price at 

which they buy forward -pound s from them; they will 10\'{er the 

price of the pounds so tbat the forward rate is at a discount 

relative to the spot rate. 
? 

Thus, if interest'rates are higher in the foreign 

country than in the home country, the forward rate will be "at 

~ discount relative to the spot raie; if interest rates are 
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h~gher at home than abroad, the forward rate will be at a 

premium relative to the spot. 

Since, in the example used here, the interest rate 

abroad is higher than in America, there will be a discount 

on the forward rate for pounds against dollars, leading to a 

loss on the .forward exchange sale of. pounds. For the 

arbitrage transaction to be profitable, the interest rate on 

Treasury bil1s·in Britain must exceed that in America by more 

than the discount on the forward cover. This point becomes 

clearer if specific figures are attached to the above example. 

Thus, assume that the per annum rate on 3 - month 

Treasury bills today is 5% in London and 3% in New York •. 

Further, suppose that 3 - month forward sterling is selling 

at 0.6 cents less than spot. If the la tter is at par, 

$2.40, this means there is a discount of 0.25 from spot, or 
1 

1% p.a. rate of interest when expressed on an annual basis. 

For the American arbitrageur, who wants to sell forward 

pounds to offset any exchange loss, this represents a cost to 

be deducted from the 2% p.o.. interest differential in 

calculating his net return. As long as the implicit interest 

1This figure is determin~d as follows: 
2.3 4 _=--.?~ 400 __ ~ __ .2 60 = -0.01 

2.400 90 
-1.0;0 
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rate, that is, the spread between the spot and forward 

eXGhange rbtes, is smaller than the explicit intere~t 

differential, the American will still have an incentive to 

buy U.K. bills, since there is an intrinsic premium on sterling. 

If, however, forward sterlin['s discount shollld increase to 

1.2 cents, that is an implicit interest rate of 2% p.a. this 

intrinsic premium will disappear, and-any incentive for 

arbitrage will cease. 

Further, 'should the discount on forward sterling widen 

even more, so that it exceeds the in~erest differential, a 

reverse incentive will appear as a result of an intrinsic 

discount on sterling: British arbitrageurs will move funds 

to New York to take advant~ge of the even greater premium' 

that can be earned on the forward sale of dollars, in spite 

of the attractive yield of London Treasury bills. 

Therefore, in the circumstances of the example used here, 

movement of money into Britain will continue until the interest 

rate differential and the cost of forward cover (measured by 

~he spread between the spot and forward exchange rates) are 

equal. Interest arbitrage will eventually ensure that this 

equalit;T comes about: demand for sterling will increase the 

'spot rate; forward sales of pounds will increose the discol,;.nt 

on forward sterling thereby depressing the forward rate; 
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:finally, the flow of funds into Britain will tend to lower 

interest rates in that country. Thus, in equilibrium, the 

forward discount will equal the interest differential. 

Drawing on an analysis suggested by Grubel,l these 

relationships can be expressed in algebraic form. Taking id 

and if as the domestic and foreign per annum interest rates 

on comparable assets, rt as the forward price of the foreign 

currency, 1'0 as"the s~ot price, and t as the time to maturity 

of the forward contract expressed i~ days, then domestic 

funds will flow outwards into foreign securities whenever 

there is an intrinsic premium on the foreign currency, that 

is when: 

Funds will fl01/J inwards whenever this inequality is reversed 

and there is an intrinsic discount on the foreign currency, 

that is when: 

id 

There \,dll be no flow of funds v<.rhenever tbe explicit interest 

differential is just equal to the implicit interest rate on 

-----------

.f 



.the use of forward exchange, that is: 

id if = (( rt ro) / r 0 ] )60 
t 
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This last expression gives the well-known condition of arbitrage 

equilibrium known as interest parity.l It shows that there 

is a close relationship between the forward discount or 

premium on one currency in terms of another, and the difference 

in interest rates prevailing in the two countries. The forward 

exchange rate is said to be at "interest parity"whenever the 

interest differential and forward disc"ount are equal." However, 

there are various factors operating.in the real world, such as 

a .rising opportunity cost of arbi~rage compared to alternative 

uses of the same funds, or the possibility.of exchange controls 

or moral suasion being used by tte authorities to discourage 

all forward operations that are not purely conmercial in 
2 

nature, which will prevent exacteq~ality. 

lThe precise condition of interest parity as given by Grubel is: 

id _ if = [( r t _ ro) / r o'l l60 
l~:--if "'" f) t 

However, unless if is particularly large, the equation can be 
reduced to the simpler form used here • 

. 2 c. f. Egon Sohmen, The The0r:.y_ oLl's.>r,';ard Exchange (Prj_nceton, 
1966), pages 8 - 10.9 

This book also contain"s a useful graphical presentation of 
the link oet~reen spot and forward Markets provided by interest 
arbitrage. c.f. pages 17-2) 
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Having now discussed the basic theoretical components 

of the foreign exchange market and seen, in particular, the 

relation between the spot and forwbrd exc~ange rates, and the 

vital role played by interest arbitrage, we are in a position 

to turn to an examination of the theory of official 

intervention - in the forward exchan&e market. 



Chapter 2 - The Theory of official forward intervention. 

Intervention in the ·forward market can be a very useful 

monetary techniqu.e for the authorities. A simple example 

will serve to illustrate this. Taking the situation of an 

appearance of a sudden deficit in the British balance of 

payments, and assuming th~t speculators are convinced a 

sterling deva~yatioD is inevitable, then these speculators 

will wish to sell pounds both spot and forward. To conform 

with the rules permitting only a i% ~ovement round the spot 

rates par value, the British authorities will be required to 

support sterling's spot rate; the forward rate, howeve~, may 

be allowed to decline, thereby creating an intrinsic discount 
1 

on the pound. In the ~ay described above, there will be an 

IFor simplicity, it is assumed that the forward rate had 
previously been at interest parity vis a vis the dollar. 
One can therefore be certain that there is already an 
explicit discount on the pound: ~ith British payments in 
deficit, interest rates in London will ptobably be higher 
than in New York, therefore sterling's forward rate may be 
assumed to be lower than the spot rate. 

26. 
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1 
outflow of funds which will cause Britain to lose dollar 

reserves through the spot market to both arbitrageurs and 

speculators. However, if the authorities now support forward 

sterli~g by selling dollars forward, they can prevent such an 

arbitrage incentive from appearing or even induce an intrinsic 

premjum leading to an inflow of funds. 

As a result, Market confidence will probably be 

increased and reserve losses reduced as pressures are diverted 

from the spot into the· forward ~arket. In fact, reserves will 

actually increase over time: as forward comrr:itrnents mature, 

speculators will be forced to reverse their short positions 

and purchase spot sterling at a rate greater than the price 

at which they contracted to sell forward. The British 

authorities will thus profit at the speculator's expense by 

an amount equal to the number of forward dollars sold.to 

speculators wultiplied by the difference between the lower 

or i r:, i nal forward rate and the higher current spot rate. 

1 
This outflow arises from interest arbitrageurs finding it 
profitable to buy dollars spot and to sell it forward. The 
incentive for this comes from the depreciating forward rate 
for pounds making it cheaper to get back into pounds after 
J.iquidation of the investments in spot dollars. 
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However, such a policy of forward s"L!Pport could be 

disadvantageous. This would be so if, in spite of forward 

support, th~ authorities do still decide to devalue. It is 

the speculators who will then stand to gain: the government 

.will lose an amount 'of dollars equal to the number of forvlard 

do·llars sold to speculators multipj"ied by the difference 

between the original forward rate anc), the .new, lower, current 

spot rate .• 

The fact that a policy of forward intervention can be 

both advantageous and disadvantageous to the authorities has 

led to a vigorous debate between economist~, notably Tsiang, 

Auten, Aliber and Goldstein, over where the balance of 

advantage lies. It was this de-bate which finally, provided 

the much needed detailed examination of the theoretical issues 

involved in offic 1al forward rr.arket int ervent ion. 

1n this chapter, I intend to outline and follow the 

. arguments and counter-arguments between these writers so as 

to sho"!;" the points at issue. In' this "fay, the theoretical 

implications of forward interVention will be revealed. More

over, the debate will [0 some way towards answering the 

questions regarding the efficacy and desirability of inter

vention that I posed at the beginning of this paper. 

Keynes was one of the earliest proponents of forward 
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intervention. 
. 1 

In his 'Treatise on Money', he advocated 

ceritral bank control of forward exchange rates so as to 

pr6duce, when desirable, a spread between the effective 

interest rates for short-term investment in the domestic and 

foreign money markets. His main aim here was to keep a 

satisfactory international liquidity position, while avoiding 

any constraints resulting from an exclusive use of monetary 

policy to preserve external balance. By intervening when 

appropriate on the forward market, the authorities can avoid 

such constraints and gain a greater element of freedom for 

thei~ domestic, counter-cyclical policies. 

At the end of the,1950s, these early proposals of 

Keynes were taken up by some other British economists. Jasay 

and Spraos, in a number' of journal contributions,2 

criticized the policy of pegging the spot rate while allowing 

the forward rate to fluctuate freely. Examining the U.K. 

IJ.M. Keynes,Treatise on Money (London, 1930), Vol.2. pages 
325-27. 

2 A.E. Jasay, J .Spraos and Anonymous, "Exchange Policy in the 
Forward Me rket IT, Banker, 195 t(. 
A.E. Jasay, "Making Currency Reserves 'Go Round"', J.P.E.1958. 
A.E. Jasay, "Bank Rate or Forwa'rd Exc)1ange Policy, " Banca 

Nazionale del Lavaro, 1958.' 
J. Spraos, "S pe culc,9t ion., Arbitrage and Sterling,!t E. J. 1959. 
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exchange crises of 1956 and 1957, in which there appeared 

forward discounts on sterling much in excess of the interest 

differential (then in sterling's favour), they argued in 

favour of official intervention to reduce this forward 

discount and thereby offset the speculative attacks. 

An illustration of the Jasay-Spraos position will 

serve to underline their arguments. Assume, first, the 

existence of interest-parity equilibrium, with the discount 

on forward pounds equal to the interest margin in Londonls 

favour. Then assume speculation disturbs this, in the form 

of uncovered. forward sales of sterling, which leads to a 

discount greater than the interest differential. The aut-hors 

then argue that it becomes profitable for interest arbitrageurs 

to sell spot and buy forward pounds, thereby causing an outflovv 

of funds and a potential drain on the reserves. They maintain 

that although this spot sale, through the purchase of dollars, 

may not reduce exchange holdings immediately, the pressure of 

net sterling- sales on ~rbitrage account can eventually force 

the pound to its lower support point, causing at least ten~orary 

losses of official reserves. 

By the same logic, there will be a _shifting of trade 

finance to London so as to take advantage of the lower net cost 

of borrowing. This covered borrowing will weaken spot sterling, 
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although strengthening the forward rate. Thus, the writers 

maintain the ?ppearance of some speculative pressure in an 

unsupported forward market will depress the forward rate and 

induce covered and uncovered transactions adverse to the 

. reserves. To avoid' this, they argue for uhlimited official 

forward support, through the purchase of forward sterling 

and the selling of forward dollars, until. the excess 

discount is removed, thereby allovTing speculation without loss 

'of reserves. 

This case for unlimited forward support was subsequently 
. 1 

evaluated by Auten who found it defective in some respects. 

In the first instance, he maintained ,some of their 

assumptions were questionable, 'while also regarding the 

available data from the crises of 1956 and 1957 as being too 

small to permit the testing of their hypothesis. His main 

criticism, however, was that the Jasay-Spraos case for un-

limited support rested on 'questjonable accommodating 

behaviour by spculators: it ass0med, first, that the 

speculation proceeds under conditions of perfect knowledge and 

at least cost, and, secondly, that t·he removal of the forward 

IJ.H. Auten "Counter-Speculation and the Forward Exchap:ge 
MarketlfJPE 1961. 
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discount would cause speculation to be channelled into the 

forward market where it would do least harm. As Auten says, 

the former is not sufficient to induce the l-atter. 

His counter-argument is that speculators, in det~r

mining their optimum behaviour, must consider not only the 

cost of speculating in a certain wa~ but also the potential 

gain. The Jasay-Spraos second assumption is possible only if 

speculators consider'cost; but, if rational, they will also 

consider the advantages to be had from speculation in the 

-spot market. In a situation w~ere the authorities' forward 

commitments are so large as to lead to suspic~ons of un-

honoured forward contract~ and therefore zero gains, Auten 

foresaw large spot market speculation as not being surp~ising, 

although it would be ruinous for the authorities. 

He, therefore, offered the fulfillment of three 

requirements as being necessary to the success of a policy of 

unlimited forward intervention: the first was that the scale 

of official intervention must not be limited - temporary 

intervention, stopped under increasing speculative pressure, 

would only worsen the situation; secondly, there must be 

unquestioned sanctity of forw·ard contl'acts so as to ensure 
• 

the confinement of speculation to the forward market; 

finally, he believed the currency should never be devalued 
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~ince this would face the authorities with large losses. 

Hi~ concluding shot across the bows of the Jasay-Spraos 

argument was that, in their model; "either speculation is 

irrational (but inexpensive) for private operators or the 

rationality of the authorities giving such an opportunity to 

speculators. is questionable. ,,1 

Auten thus found their case for unlimited forward 

support to be unsatisfactory, believing that serious doubt 

must remain as to the case for such a policy. Further 

consideration will be given to Auten's above contributions 

in a later part of this paper; but, first, by way of contrast 
\ 

with the J&say-Spraos proposal, in examination will be made 

of an article by Tsiang
2 

in which he criticises unlimited 

forward intervention .. Such an examination is also appropriate 

here for the reason that Tsiang's analysis was also sub-

sequently criticized, and found seriously wanting, by Auten. 

At the time when TSiang was writing, he believed " a 

systematic theory of forward exchange, which explains 

precisely how the irite~play of different types of operation 

1 ·t 55 OPe c~ " page • 
2 . 
S.C. Tsiang, liThe Theory of Forward Exchange and the Effects 
of Government Intervention on the Forward Exchange Market.," 
IMF Staff Papers, 1959~ 
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joiptly deterriline the forward rate, and how the forward 

exchange rate is linked to the spot exchange market, still 

appears to be lacking. TlI In going some way to remedy this 

defect, he presents a more comprehensive theory of forward 

exchange which he then uses to analyse offi~ial intervention.' 

He agrees that the immediate effects ~f the latter are 

beneficial in that arbitrageurs current spot' purchases of 

foreign exchange .. will be reduced, therefore leading to 

savings for the reserves. However, he sees certain deferred 

effects acting adversely on the reserves and, because of these, 

he argues that the case for intervention is not as strong as 

it might appear. 

By WcJY of illustrating -his case, he posits a country 

facing speculative pressu~e which lasts for one year and then 

disappears. He then argues that a given amount of forward 

intervention in the first quarter would, by deferred effects 

on the spot market, necessitate double the original inter-

vent ion in the second quarter, triple in the third, and so on. 

Not only would the growing scale of intervention be damaging 

but the accurnmulation of deferred effects on the spot market 

1 . t 75 f' t d t . op. C1 " page 0_ 1n I'O uc lone 
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would fall .in the first quarter of the following year when 

reserves would be 10w6 Tsiang therefore sees forward 

intervention as postponing,. but not reducing, the reserve 

drain. 

Auten's subsequent criticism first ·concerned the 

supposed deferred effects on arbitrage demand. He argues 

that Tsiang's analysis 9f these deferred effects is faulty 

and therefore, that Tsiangfs criticism of intervention on 

this ground is wrong. By quoting Tsiang on the nature of 

his lagged effects, and then givink an example, Auten shows 

the 'error lies in his only considering the effects of a 

single act of intervention rather than the effects of inter-

vention continued with the spec~lative pressure. His 

conclusion would have been correct if limited to the effects 

of one act of intervention but they are not relevant for 

evaluation of a contimious policy of pegging the forward rate. 

Turning his attention to the hypothesised deferred 

effects on the trade balance, Auten suggests Tsiang's treat-

ment is sub je ct to otl:er objections. In his art iele, Tsiang 

lAuten, in a useful footnote, shows that Tsiang's error lies 
in taking as the solution tn his protess analysis the 
derivatives of the'equ~tions for spot and fopward exchange 
markets at time t + n with respect to forward intervention 
at time t. (c.f. page 102-3 of Tsiang's article). A 
similar error would be to deny the existence of a national 

p income multiplier because a sinr·le a.utonomous expend iture 
at time t had no effect upon income at time t + n (n being 
large) • 

1 
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argues that. intervention would, by reducing the forward 

p'remium, lessen the current improvement in the trade balance 

and therefore lessen the fu~ure supply of exchange in the 

spot market. His recognition of a possible trade - balance 

effect is, without question, an improvement over other 

analyses which fail to consider such an eventuality, but he 
. 

is too specific about its size and sign. Auten suggests 

that, .since a forward premium is equivalent here to a spot 
.. 

depreciation, Tsiang's treatment assumes that an exchange 

depreciation will always improve the trade balance. Should 

this not happen (in the event of an .inelastic foreign price 

ela stici ty of demand), a forward prerilium would cause the 

trade balance to deteriorate: "the interest arbitrage 

mechanism would transnit more than current speculative pressure 

into the spot market, the lagged effects as contracts mature 

would be adverse and the case for forward intervention would 

1 be stronger." Auten therefore concludes that Tsiang's case 

against intervention is wrong. 

Thus, so far, we have examined one case for unlimited 

forward intervention and one case against while, at the same 

time, demonstrating Auten's criticisms of both. The latter 

concluded, at the ~nd of his 1961 article, that the case for 

counter-speculat ion by the authori ties in the forward marke.t 

has still to be established. This.conclusion prompted other . 

1 .~. 51 op C l v ., page +. 
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economists to examine the issue, and it is to an evaluation 

and description of tteir arguments that we will now turn. 

At the end of 1962, Aliber
l 

attacked Auten's position, 

concluding that limited forward intervention would be useful 

and practical in defending a suspect par ~alue. In his 

analysis, he assumes the existence of only two countries, . 
Britain and America, so that when" the dollar is strong, the 

pound is weak and vice versa. Both countries are seen as 

having developed money markets, with an active market for 

forward exchange. Therefore, substantial interest arbitrage 

flows will occur whenever a significant covered yield spread 

emerges in favour of short~term investment in one or other 

country. 

If speculators fee~ the dollar-pound ratio of par values 

will be changed, Aliber envisages them going short of the weak 

currency by borrowing and converting it through the spot market 

and/or by selling it forward for the ~trong currency. 

Speculators may use both techniques but thei will usually favour 

one, their choice being determined by relative costs. If fears 

of devaluation develop, the forward rate for the weak currency 

lR. Z. Aliber, "Count ei~-Speculation and the Forward Exchange 
Market: A Comment." JPE December, 1962. 



will normally go to a large discount; in Aliber's model, this 

will lead to reserve losses by speculators finding it cheaper 

to go short through the spot. market and by arbitrageurs being 

induced to shift funds into strong - currency assets on a 

covered basis. Thus, by inter~ening to prevent such a dis

covnt, Aliber argues that the authorities could channel most 

speculative sales through the forward market and also erase 

the incentive for a covered arbitrage flow. 

Auten, although agreeing that forward intervention can 

check a reserve drain in the above way, feels that forv.TCird 

inter~ention during speculative pressure would be unwise.
l 

Aliber, however, argues th~t this poses a false dilemma for 

the authorities. He claims Auten is too concerned about the 

volume of forward commitments that the authorities would have 

to make if they intervene. For Aliber, the prospect of such 

commitments rising to a substantial fraction of official 

reserves is insufficient reason for rejecting a policy of 

forward intervention; the key question is whether they would 

exceed the additional reserve losses that would occur without 

intervention. Whether the latter is successful or not depends, 

he believes, on whether speculative sa~s of the weak currency, 

through the spot and ·forw.ard markets, will be smaller when the 

I c.f. Auten, op.cit. page 55 and above page 33. 
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authoritie s, intervene than when they do' not. Having posed 

ihe situation in these terms, Aliber then goes on to argue 

that such speculative sales, will, in fact, be reduced by 

intervention. 

If a devaluation or revaluation occurs, speculators, 

who go short of the weak currency can expect to reap profits 
. 

far in excess of the co~t of taking the short position. Thus, 

for any given state of market sentiment, the speculative 

supply curve of the weak currency will be inelastic with 

respect to cost. Therefore, even if.intervention cheapens 

the cost of taking the short position, the immediate increase 

in total speculative sales will be relatively small. However, 

forward intervention will reduce the short-run reserve losses 

of the weak - currency.country since it will prevent arbitrage 

outflows and channel speculative sale s to the forv.rard market. 

The relative stability of reserves here will increase 

confidence in the authority's ability to defend the existing 

par value and therefore the speculative supply curve of the 

weak currency will not shift to the right to the extent it 

would without intervention. 

Against this would be the markets knowledge that the 

authorities had taken on a large and growing volume of forward 

commitments but, if the speculative supply curve of the weak 

.currency is inelastic, these commitments will probably be only 
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-a·little in excess of the additional loss of reserves which 

would occur without intervention. But, more important, a 

given additional loss in reserves would cause a greater loss 

of confidence than a slightly larger growth of official 

forward commitments. Therefore, Aliber concludes that the 

combined shift to the right in the speculative supply curves 

for the weak currency, in the spot and forward markets, will 

be likely to be'smalier when the authorities adopt a policy 

of forward intervention than "'hen they do not, and rests his 

case_for such a policy on these grounds. 
1 

Goldstein, in an article published the following year, 

sets Qut, as he says in his introduction, to make four points: 

first, that Aliber's criterion for successful intervention is 

IItoo severe"; second, thc:it Aliber I s argument implies that the 

authorities should intervene on a massive rather than on a 

limited scale, "an implication at odds with his preference for 

tentative intervention"; third, that official intervention in 

the forward market "is likely to be a pov-Terful means of reducing 

short-term reserve losses under more realistic circumstances 

than Al iber assuynes IT; and, final~y, t.hat a pol icy of frequent 

use of intervention would still lead to problems for the 
9 ._ 

IH. Goldste in} "Counter-Speculat ion in the Forward Exchange 
-lVIc'rket: Some furt.her comrrt:mt, Sf! JPE. October 1963. 
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authorities in the long-term. We will examine Goldstein's 

development of these points in turn. 

Having reviewed Aliber's and Auten's arguments, a 

review which I made liberal use of above, Goldstein states 

that he finds Aliber's argument convincing for believing 

forward intervention is likely to meet his criterion for 

success - that is, as we saw, that the speculative sales of 

the weak currency would be smaller than the loss in reserves 

that would otherwise have occured. However, he states that 

~e regards this 'criterion' as being too severe: "inter-

vention may still be desirable even if it causes speculators 

and others to demand twice as much exchange through the 

forward market as the authorities would lose through the spot 

market in the absense of forward intervention."l If forces 

influencing the international accounts justify the currency's 

present par rate, he sees events as bound to make speculators 

lose heart and induce them to cover their short position. 

Thus, Goldstein argues that the authorities can unwind their 

short position without any additional loss in reserve in 

excess of the current and capital account deficit which may 

exist. 

---_._--_. -------------
1 op cit., page 496. 
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Turning to his second point, Goldst~in advocates the 

use 6f bold, rather than, tentative intervention on two . 
grounds. He regards as inappropriate the use of such 

techniques as a credit squeeze, or direct controls on capital 

~nd imports to pre~ent any loss of confidence if domestic 

spending is inadequate, if the underlying payments position 

is satisfactory and if the possibility of '~n exchange rate 

change is remote~ Aliber's analysi~1 under the above 

conditions, would seem to support bo14 intervention by the 

~uthorities to check any speculative loss of reserves: in 

fact, in the article already referred to, he merely favours 
'I 

a policy of tentative intervention. "Goldstein, however," 

argues that if the latter can cut losses by a certain amount, 

surely a policy of bold intervention would be preferable, to 

obtain an even larger reduction of reserve losses. Further, 

he argues that the appearance of a f'orward discount on the 

'weak currency, substantially ~reater than the interest parity, 

would be likely to lead to a weakening bf market confidence. 

Bold intervention, by preventtng such a discount could sustain, 

rather than weaken, confidence and thereby alleviate the 

speculative pressure. 

1 
Aliber, op.cit., page 613. 



Although these would seem quite viable arguments, 

there would still appear to be certain limits to the price 

at which the monetary authorities Should be prepared to 

supply any quantity of forwa.rd exchange. As Jasay has 
. 1 

indicated in an article not prevlously made reference to, 

they should not peg the weak currency's forward rate at a 

premium. If such a policy was pursued, and speculative 

forces were present, there might be an impairing of con-· . ' 

fidence in the existing parity. Operators in the market, 

feeling that the authorities were 'displaying despera.tion by 

pegging the weak currency at a premium, might intensify 

-their speculation, thereby inducing-a flight of capital 

through the spot market. Furth~r, the existence of a premium 

would probably mean the authorities would sustain a book-

keeping loss when contracts mature. Thus, it would be wise 

for the authorities to peg the forward rate at a level where 

little interest arbitrage ciccurs, but where it would still 

force speculators to make some loss. Such a policy would 

imply some _adjustment, by the authorities, of the pegged 

forward discount as changes occur in the level of 

----------------
lA.E. Jasay, IT Fon'iard Exchange: The Case for Intervention, It 

Lloyds Bank Review, October, 1958. 
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interest rates in the two countries .. 
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Goldstein's third point is forward intervention may 

be a useful policy under more realistic conditions than 

Aliber posited. In the latter's model, a forward discount 

·on the weak currencYf caused by speculation, leads to reserve 

losses by inducing outright speculative sales of the 

currency in the spot market and covered interest arbitrage 

outflows. Goldstein maintains that thes~ losses may be less 

in reality than those caused by leads and lags, and increases 

~n th~ volume of trade financed .in the weak-currency country. 

Specifically, he suggests three reasons "for believing that 

reserve losses through outward covered interest arbitrage are 
. 2 

much smaller than Aliber suggests. n Firstly, many strong -

lIn consideration of the above, footnote 6 of Aliber's article 
(op.cit., page 613) is of particular interest. 

"The case for forward intervention is not the same as 
the case for pegging the rate at a particular level - the 

- authorities may feel it appropriate to suit their policies to 
speculative activity, permitting. the discount to increase as 
the pressure increases. Thus, they might absorb part of the 
pressure, allowing some of it. to fallon the rate and some on 
the reserves. The case against pegging the forward rate, 
however, is different from that for refraining from inter
vening in the forward market.1! 
') 

~op.cit., footnote 11, page 497. 
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currency countries do not have maturb mone~ markets capable 

of absorbing large inflows ?f foreign funds; secondly, 

several such countries prevent or limit any foreign purchase 

of money - market assets denominated in their currencies; 

'and, finally, he believes that forward cover, at quoted 

rat_es J may be difficult, if not impossible, to get for any 

large flow of funds f!since forward markets usually become 

very thin during, periods of uncerta inty _!I 

J~say and Spraos, in their earlier articles,l have 

Blrea~y analysed leads and lagSi Goldstein, however, regroups 

these under different headings to permit e~sier consideration 

of their effect on forward interventibn. If exporters 01-: 

importers anticipate exchange rate movements, they may le~d 

or lag their transfers and payments of foreign currencies so 

as to make a profit, or hedge against a possible loss, in 

terms of the domestic currency_ Th~re are four possible 

-situations here: exporters feceiving payment in a strong 

foreign currency; importers making pay~ent in a weak foreign 

currency; - exporters rece i v ing payment in a weak fore ign 

currency, and, lastly, importers making payment in a strong 

foreign currency_ 

Considering the first two, under the collective term 

---.-----~----------'--, 

l cor • above, page 29. 
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of speculative lags, Goldstein shows that exporters and 

importers will be motivated to lag their transfers and pay

ments so as to earn a speculative .profit through a change in 

the par value of the spot rate. This will cause an· increase 

in the reserve drain of the weak-currency country and affect 

the ~pot rate in a manner analogous with pure speculation in 

the spot market. Spraos argues that this speculative lagging 

can be discouraged by the authorities pegging the forward 

rate - those exptirters and importers who normally lag could 

then take equivalent short positions at a lower cost in the 

forward market. Goldstein, though, suggests that such traders 

nBy not be so rational~ arguing that speculation, as mentioned 

above, is often regarded as unpatriotic, \'lhereas lagging is 

merely sound business! 

Taking cases three and four, under the title of hedging 

~eads, such traders will incur large losses, if the weak 

currency is devalued, or the strong currency revalued, between 

the time the contracts ~re fixed and the time payment is 

received or made, unless they hedge. But, as the forward price 

of the weak currency is pushed to a large discount, such 

forward hedging will increase in cost. It will then become 

cheaper to hedge by borrOWing the weak currency and converting 

the proceeds in the spot market, repaying the amount horrOl'led 
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later either with the proceeds from'the sale of exports or 

the funds from import sales. Goldstein argues that forward 

intervention is a powerful technique to reduce the volume of 

thes~ hedging leads. If the exporters and importers can 

hedge more cheaply in the forward market than in the above 

ways, they will probably do so. Thus, he says, by selling 

the strong currency forward at a relativel~ small premium, 

the authorities will be able to eliminate nearly all the 

short-run loss of reserves. He further suggests that such 

intervention might" also increase the reserves through its 

impact on the relative volume of trade financed in the weak-

and strong - currency centers~ 

Goldstein's final point concerns what he believes may 

be long-term problems arising from a policy of forward 

intervention~ Before considering this problem specifically, 

he advocates that, before any intervention, the authorities 

must be certain that they will not devalue or that the strong-

currency country will nDt revalue, since either would lead to 

large losses. He therefore sees the desirability for close 

co-operation between both authorities, in the form of joint 

operations. Einzig, however, in an article publisted a year 

earlier,l claims that forward pegging would be unwise, even 

~--------.------ ~--

Ip. E:tnzig, "The Relation bet"l-'Ieen the Practice and Theory of 
~Forward Exchange. I' Banca Naziona1e J Sept. 1962. 



if there was no possibility of such a devaluation or 

reva.luation, and Goldstein notes this difference of opinion. 

Einzigfs objection is that the authorities can never be 

certain that the greater portion of their forward sales would 
1 

be made to speculators. Many buyers may be persons or 

companies using the forward market to avoid, permanently, 

losses on investments in the weak-currency country. In such 

a situation, the authorities would face a large drain in 

reserves as their forward contracts mature. The authorities, 

he says, would therefore be imprudent to mah:~ forwb.rd sales 

which even come near their existing reserves. 
2 

As Goldstein ,points out, the validity of this obj~ction 

to unlimited forward support depend s on whether the 

authorities are able to find out. W}iO the final buyers of 

forward exchange are. Since the majority of forward sales 

w.ould be made to commercial banks acting as intermediaries) 

who normally are in close co-operation with the government, 

it would therefore be reasonable to suppose, Goldstein contends 

that the authorities could obtain this information. This 

would appear, however, to be still very much an open question, 

IThat is, persons or organisations who do not aim to make a 
"permanent I' transfer into a strong - currency asset and who, 
accordingly, do not present a threat to the reserves. 

2 
Goldstein, footnote 11, page 499. 
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, , 

depending on the relationship of the banking system to the 

domestic gov~rn'ment. 

Having considered this point, Goldstein goes on to 

state that, although forward intervention may be a useful 

weapon in the short~run, it may lead to certain long-term 

problems, in that the market may come to expect immediate 

forward intervention whenever speculation produces pressure 

on the forward rate. This may riot always be possible, he 

suggests, due to failure to renew the joint intervention 

which we saw previously as being necessary to the success of 

such a policy. The resulting large discount on the forward 

weak currency may then induce even greater speculative 

pressures than would have occured if the market had not 

experienced any intervention. Jl.1dging from the "personality" 

of money.markets, this would seem a valid warning. 
1 

Aliber, in a brief comment on this important article, 

shows that the fun~amental difference between Goldstein's 

position and his revolves around the case "where there is 

reasonable doubt that the authorities will b'e able to main

tain their exchange rate parity in the foreseeable future."~ 

----_._----------
1 R. Z. Aliber, "KaTe about Counter-Speculation in the For'ward 

Exchange Market} JPE 1963. 

2Ipid , page 589. 
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Goldstein's 'position, as we saw above, is that there should 

be no intervention if there is a substantial risk of a change 

in the parity; if the authorities do intervene, and the spot, 

par value does change, they will face a large loss on their 

outstanding forward contracts. However,' if there is no risk 

of such a change, he advocates almos~ limitless intervention. 

Aliber's position~ as we also saw, is that the 

goverriment shou+d continue forward support even if it appears 

that the parity might change. Although he agrees that the 

authorities will lose on their outstanding forward contracts 

if the parity is altered while they still have an open position, 

he, nevertheless, contends that the latter is not likely ~o 

be as large as the decline in their reserves would have b~en 

if they had not intervened. He therefore regards forward 

intervention as being more likely to maximise revaluation 

profits, or to minimise losses, if the exchange rate is 

altered, more so if the authorities had not supported the 

fonl/ard rate. 

Aliber, displaying welcome modesty in this area of 

'obvious uncertainty, admits that the difference between these 

two positions may be due to the fact that his evidence is too 

• fragmentary or to his incorrect interpretation·~ He concedes 

the possibility that the open forward. position may be greater 

than the loss jn official reserves in the absense of 
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intervention'; Goldstein assumes this is so, but fails to 

say why. He focuses entirely on the losses resulting from 

the open position whereas Aliber maintains the relevant 

compEirison "is between the size of the official position, and 

the difference between the changes in the offical reserves if 

the authorities do intervene and if they do not intervene."l 

Aliber's concluding point in this debate is that it would be 

unwise' to advoc~te, ~s Goldstein does, the government adopting 

a policy of unlimited forward intervention if there is little 

possibility of an exchange-rate chang~ and no intervention at 

all if a change seems likely. The government must support 

its domestic currency with the least loss of reserves, un:til. 

it is decided to change its par value, and·he sees forward, 

rather than spot interv~~tion, being more effective here. 

But, to withdraw from the forward market if the situation 

deteriorbtes would, be believes, accentUEite the speculative 

pressure. 

There was relative quiet, in this de'bate over the 

desirability and efficacy of forward intervention, for the next 

·three years until Goldstein made what is, up until the time 

of writing, the final contributi6n. Writing in 1966,2 he 

----------------------------------.----~--.----

lop.cit., pages 589-590. 

?H. N. Gold ste in, "Furthel" thoughts' on offic ial support of t.he 
forward exchange rate," (JJE 1966. 
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begins by restating Aliber's argument" in a formally elegant 

fashion. 
, 

Assuming the existence of a country Z, whose currency 

he calls zengo, he first identifies the loss sustained by 

the government when" it first supports the forward rate and 

then devalues, as F( dll +d), where F is the number of fon'lord 

dollars sold by the authorities, and d is the percentage by 

which the devalua~ion"of the zengo increases the zengo price 

of the dollar. Similarly, he states t~e loss sustained when 

the government refrains from supporting the forward rate and 

then devalues, as X( dll +d), whe re X is the number of dollars 

"sold to speculators through the spot market that return a~ 

the new spot rate. Thus, the comparison is between F(d/l+d) 

and X ( d II +d ) • 

Since d is seen as being the same in the two instances, 

Goldstein contends that the fundamental question posed by 
" , 

Aliber t s analysis is whether F <' X. In his view, F< X since 

"The pressure to devalue will be greater" in the absence of 

forward intervention. For one ~hing reserve losses will occur 

at an accelerated rate. For another the degree of imbalance is 

likely to seem more severe ••. Thus the authorities may feel that 

their underlying positio~ is worse than it really is 
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and devalue at an early date •.• [But Jif the authorities 

intervene, ~h~y will not be £orced to the wall so soon and 

there will.be a powerful temptation to delay a devaluation 

in the hope that something will turn up. But, by hypothesis] 

nothing does. Thus the eventual adjustment in par values is 

likely to occur with speculators having larger short positions 

in the suspect currency than when the authorities do not 

support the forward r'ate."l 

Goldstein therefore repeats his earlier conclusion 

that the government should not pursue a policy of forward 

intervention when a parity change seems likely. However, two 

arguments can be made against such a conclusion. 

First, Goldstein's analysis depends on the assumption 

that d will be the same in the two situations. This is doubt~ 

ful; Goldstein himself concedes that the degree of payments 

imbalance is ljkely to seem greater when the government does 

not intervene. T~is means not only will they devalue earlier, 

but also by a greater amount than if they do support the 

forward rate. 

Secondly, the probability of devaluation is unlikely 

to be the same, in contrast to Goldstein's implicit assumption. 

Ideally, a devaluation should be a rational decision, taken 

! . op. clt., pages 450 - 454. 
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. . 
cooly in the light of all necessary information; in reality, 

it is often t~ken in unseemly haste"as 'almost a panic 

reaction merely to the reserve losses. As was seen abov~, 

the latter will take place at an increasing rate if the 

authorities do not intervene, thus making them see the 

situation being worse than it really is. It would therefore 

seem more probable for the government to devalue if they do 

not intervene than i.f they were committed to forvlBrd support. 

Therefore, the crucial question posed by Aliber is 

not, as Goldstein deduced, wheth~r F~"X or F(d/l+d)~X(d/l+d~. 

It is whether the expected value of financial losses is larger 

if, the 
. 1 

government does or does not intervene, that is, . 

whether pF(d/l+d) :z plX(dl/1 +d l ) where p is the probability 

and d the size of devaluation with a policy of forward support; 

and pI ~nd dl the same without intervention. It is quite 

probable that F) X; but also likely that p< pl and d < dl
" 

Thus, it is impo~sible to state categorically which of the two 

sides of the expression will be greater; the special 

characteri'st ic s of each si tuat·ion must be known before each 

variable can be guaged. 

Having now completed the expostion and analysis of this 

debate over forward intervention, what conclusions are we able 

-----.------~---.----.-~-~. ~.-------.--. 

1 
It waE; Cohen, in his book already referred to, who first 
pointed out this aspect of Goldstein's analysis. 
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to draw, particularly with reference to the questions posed 

at the beginning of this paper? Ultimately, as Cohen has 

written, it would still seem "a matter of judgement for the 

authorities themselves to determine whether to intervene in 

th~ forward market or not." Such a d~cision can only be taken 

with regard to the government"'s balance - of - payments policy. 

The" debate between Aliber and Goldstein has shown, if nothing 
" " 

else, that there are no certainties in this matter of forward 

suppo~t, particularly if the gove.rnmerit faces the possibility 

of having to devalue. However, as international economists, 

we" should reach some conclusions after analysis of the available 

material and, on the basis of these, advise the governcent 

accordingly. An indeterminate, non-commital conclusion may be 

"academically convenient but, for a government faced with taking 

decisions, it is practically useless! Thus, some albeit 

tentative conclusions with. regard to the use of offical forward 

market intervention would seem appropriatee 

First, for an exchange-authority that puts a very high 

priority on a maintenance of its exi~ting spot value, support 

of the forward rate may be looked on as essential. Secondly, 

for a cu~rency under temporary pressure from an outflow of 

short.~term capital, forward intervention would seem to be a 

prudent policy providing the monet~ry authority is confident . 
it has sufficient reserves to maintain the rate. Such a 
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situation would arise, for instance, if there was a temporary 

defic.it which, if successfully finance~, would likely to be 

followed soon by a surplus. :rhe technique of forward support 

would be ideal here as a counter-influence; it would pull 

the covered arbitrage margin in the country's favour, without 

an equivalent increase in domestic interest rates. 

However, in the third case which is less clear-cut, 

for example, where pre~sure on a currency may reflect a basic 

deficit rather than, or as well as, a temporary capital flight, 

for\'lard interventj on is of more dubious value. If the 

monetary authorities used forward intervention to counter the 

drain of funds, they would be strengthening the odds agains.t 

a later devaluation; to suddenly reve~se the policy later 

would be interpreted as an impending abandonment of the spot 

parity. 

If, in these circumstances, the authorities did resort 

to devaluation, they would be committed to deliver large 

quantities of foreign exchange at the pre-devaluation rate. 

It is true that they would have had to deliver the exchange 

at this rate, and without the forward discount, even if the 

hedged funds had been withdrawn before the devaluation but, 

there are two vital differences here: the first is that the 

amount of these obligations may now be larger, to the extent 

th&t forward commitments were run up beyond the point to which 
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outright losses to the reserves would have been permitted; 

the second is that there will be a formal, book-loss for the 

exchange fund which the central bank will be loath to acc~pt. 

Because of all this, forward intervention in such a case would 

seem to be an uncertain expedient. These seem the most 

viable conclusions to be drawn from the' above theoretical 

analysis. To measur~ their actual validity, attention will 

now be turned to forward intervention as practiced in Britain 

and America. 



Part II . 

. Chapter 3 - Recent British policy with regard 
to Forward lntervention. 

Although the greater part of this chapter will be 

concerned with official intervention in the forward exchange 

market between 1958 and 1967, it w·ould first seem desirable;· - -

for the sake of perspe9tive, to outline briefly the prior 

development of government polic? on this issue since its 

conception and to see how forward intervention represented a 

part of the h~storical development of greater government 

intervention in the exchange market in general e 

Most western central banks practiced a policy of inter-

vention in the Foreign Exchange market during the 1920s, this 

intervention sometimes taking the form of operations in the 

forward market. However, the Bank of EnglCind viaS the except ion 

here, in that it did not even have a foreign exchange depart-

mente Instead, it adopted a neutral attitude towards the 

foreign exchange market, relying instead on the orthodox 

weapon of interest rate changes permitted under the Gold 

Standard. This policy was still retained during the 1920s, 

when sterling came under increasing pressure, but a foreign 

exchange department was eventually establjshed to accommodate 
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the needs of overseas central banks which had transferred 

ster~ing funds to London. 

In 1931, this orthodox neutrality was abandoned in the 

face of strong selling pressure on the pound. It was 

decided to protect actively the Gold Standard against the 

latte~, rather than to continue with the previous policy of 

non-involvement. The Bank of Engiand, for the first time, 

operated extensively ~n the foreign exchange market, these 

operations including forward involvements comprising the out-

right selling of forward dollars. This first attempt at 

official forward intervention in Britain has been subsequently 

criticised by Einzig1 as being ill~conceived and as 

accentuating, rather than reducing, the pressure on sterling. 

Although the precise details of his criticism do not concern 

us here, it is of interest to note his conclusion for it 

demonstrates, in a practical context, the conclusions, with 

regard to a policy of intervertion, which were suggested at 

the end of the ]a st chapter: 

"In 1931, there was a fundamental disequilibrium working 
against sterling which was considerably overvalued, and 
at the same time there was a panic flight of capital on 
a scale that was entirely without precedent. In face 
of such sweeping pressure, any technical device was a 
mere pill against an earthquake .. [and] .•. the attempt to 
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save sterling by[such]technical devices was fore
doomed to failure." 1 

The lesson of this verdict is all too - evident to us 

now for the period 1964 to 1967 but, as is so often the case, 

it appears as somewhat belated retrospective wisdom! 

. The attempt to save sterling proved in vain and, in 

September 1931, Britain dev&lued sterling and abandoned the 

Gold Standard. 

Britain's defection from the gold standard is interest-

ing fror.1 the point of view of this paper in that it led to the 

development of a technique of partial stabilisation of sterling 

by official transactions. From September 1931 until 1940, the 

monetary authorities did not commit themselves to maintairi a 

fixed gold value of the pound, but instead aimed at the iron

ing out of short-term fluctuations. This new policy ~as 

carried out by the Exchange Equalisation Account, which was 

established in 1932 and administered by the Bank of England 

on behalf of the Treasury. It had as its objective "the 

pre vention of an abnormal rise in the exchange rat e of the 

pound in response to an inflow of short-term funds, and also 

that of neutralising the impact of the inflow on the domestic 
2 

market.!! 
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To achieve this, the Account was given an initial 

stock of sterling assets in the form of British Treasury Bills. 
/' 

It used the se to buy gold and fore ign currenc ie s whenever ~j}£ 

pound seemed to be appreciating excessively; in doing so, it 

increased the supply of sterling and thus depressed its value. 

Later, when the Account had accumulated, by such transactions, 

a substantial stock of go.ld and foreign currencies, it was 

able to operate on a two-way basis and either exchange its 

sterling for gold and foreign c~rrencies, when the pound 

appreciated excessively, or exchang~ its gold and foreign 

curr~ncies for sterling, when the pound depreciated 

excessively. 

Britain's Account represented one of an imposing 

proliferation of Exchange Accounts which were set up in the 

period 1932 to 1936. All cdmed at intervention in their own 

exchange market s as a means of pursuing a policy of economic 

nationalism, and there was considerable rivalry between them. 

However, the need for co-operation soon became apparent since, 

for the operation of a stabilisation fund, it is essential 

-"that the gold value of the currencies of the countries 

concerned should be secured as much as possible) and that no 

alteration of an excHanga parity should be made arbitrarily 

by any country but with the co-operation of all concerned. Tt;!.. 

IH . orl8, op. c it. , pag~ 30. 
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This latter point is underlined by the fact that the 

arbit.rary depreciations, of sterling in 1931, of the U.S . 

. dollar in 1933, and of the Fr.ench f'ranc in 1936, led to a 

final position, in 1936, in which the eXGhange re.1-~onShiPs 
of the three major currency b10csl were little different from 

those existing before 1931. 

Further, as Alan Day has written: 

"Once one government refuses to accept the rule of 
the market but tries to manage its exchange rates 
with the other leading centres, then the governments 
of the other c~ntre countries must either accept the 
leadership of the fir st government or co:',operate vii th 
it in deciding together on exchange rates that are 
mutually.advantageous. If one major country fmanages' 
its exchange rate (in the sense that the rate does not 
simply follow the trends of non-speculative demand and
supply), then the other countries'must either accept 
the management of the first or actively manage their 
own; if they choose the latter course they cannot 
manage in a way which is inconsistent with the policies 
of the others." 2 

Thus, once managed currencies are introduced, they tend 

to spread and to make international co-operation necessary. 

The vindication of this conclusion came with the Tripartite 

Monetary Agreement between Britain, France and the United States 

in 1936. This was primarily concerned with technical matters 

1 

2 

-----------------------
For a description of these blocs, reference should be made to 
v.~' • M. Scammell ~ Internat i onal Monetc. r.x Polj.c'y. (New York, 2nd. 
Edition, 1961h pages 242 - 244. 

A. C • L ~ Day, Outl ine.--2J:_!~lone!.§.I..Y.J;:coI1omJc §.. (Oxford, 1967), 
CHapter 39, page 511. 
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of co-operation betvveen the Exchange Accounts of the three 

countries, but it was also important in that it accepted the 

need for effective internat:ional co-operation in a managed 

exchange rate system. 

Under this Agreement j the three si gnatories glJ.aranteed 

that their stabilisation funds should be convertible into gold 

at the rates fixed for their holdings of those currencies. 

However, the values of gold were not fixed and, if the need 

arose in the economy of the country concerned, this commitment 

could be cancelled at 24 hour~ notice. The agreement therefore 

gave priority to the domestic economy of a country. Nurkse 

has probably best assessed the Agreement in the following 

comment: 

liAs a general rule such exchange adjustm(~l1ts as may 
prove necessary after the establishment of an 
initial system should be made by mutlJ.al consult~Jtion 
and agreement. It ought to be an elementary 
principle of international monetary relations that 
exchange rates should not be altered by arbitrary 
unilateral action. The Tripartite Agreement was a 1 
bela ted and half···hearted admi ssion of this prine iple. II 

The Tripartite Agreement was also importan~ in that it 

was a forerunner of the IMF System as established at Bretton 

Woods in 1944. The principle of all countries getting together 

and guaranteeing their mutual parities, should facilitate the 

st,abilisation of each other's exchange, and this 'ftJas a 

fundamental premise of the IMF system. 

lR. Nurkse, League of Nations, 
§2~E~Li§DSi:., 19lrh, page 1/+1. 

International Currency 
_~ ... r=",""""" _______ ,~_"", ____ -""" ____ ,,,,,,,,"'r ... 
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From 1931 to 1938, the British authorities abstained 

from the forward market, the Exchange Account merely operating 

in the spot market. It ""as not unt'il the crisis which followed 

the Munich Agreement in 1938 that this policy of abstinance 

was changed. The Account made use of swap operations, in the 

form of buying spot dollars against' the sale of for"'lard dollars, 

to meet the strong pressure which developed against sterling. 

The latter was a respo,nse to the: increasing burden of re

arman:ent and to the concern over the political future of 

Europe; 

The aim of this intervention was to reduce the premium 

on for",rard dollars, and thereby prevent any loss of gold 

arising from a withdrawal of cov~red U.S. funds from London and 

from outward arbitrage induced by a large intrinsic discount 

on sterling. By this means, the British authorities were 

successful in replenishing their decreasing dollar reserves, 

even though this was achiev~d at the expense of increasing 

forward liabilities. However, it 'proved, impossible to continue 

this policy, for an extended period as'a result of a revival of 

pressure on spot pounds. Thus, at the end of 1938, the 

government terminated these swap operations and, in their 

place, introduced an unofficial embargo on outward arbitrage 

by domestic banks. Further, in the early part of 1939, an 

a~Jitional series of embargoes were established to discourage 
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speculation and arbitrage in sterling. Yet, although this 

policy of fO,rward interventio.n was not continued for very long, 

it was important in that it represented the first signs of a 

willingness on the part of the authorities to extend stabili-

sation policy to the foreign exchange market as a whole. 

In spite of the fact that the embargoes were not 

completely successful, sterling's forward discount was regarded 

as being smaller than 'it would otherwise have been in view of 

the impending outbreak of hostilities.' This was mainly due to 

the efficial sale ef fen'lard dollars which eccured through 1939, 

but it is safe to conclude that the e,mbargoes also centributed 

towards the success of this pelicy. 

The total prohibition of Ferward exchange dealings 

during the secend World war and the early pest-war years, and 

its ~radpal relaxation in subsequent years, represents an 

impertant peried in the dev~lepment ef this market. As Einzig 

has written !'Even .though the ban en, forward dealings had never 

been absolutely world-wide - operations on a limited scale 

continued in New York and in same neutral markets - the 

reduction in the volume of operations and in the significa~~e, 

of the market was so drast.ic that the period of restrictions 

di vides the history of Forward Exchange sharply into tv.JO 

d 't' t 'd T! 1 IS Inc perlo s • 

1 
op. cit.) page 471. 



Although the se restrictions continued to operate 

during" the period of the war and the early post-war years, the 
, 

needs of genuine commercial trade were met by means of official 

forward facilities. However, the latter were widely regarded 

as inadequate since "they were only available for periods of up 

to "s;Lx months and, further, for only a limited number of 

currencies. Even the authorities themselve~ were far from 

content with, the ~yst~m since it was used only on a one-way 

basis by traders. For example, all importers would make use 

of the'facilities when sterling was under speculative attack, 

but exporters did not sell forward to the Bank of England the 

foreign currency proceeds of their exports. Such a unilateral 

use of the system must have forced the British authorities to 

sustain large losses at the time of the sterling devaluation 

in 1949 and also throughout the series of early post-war franc 
. 1 

devaluations. 

Forward exchange dealihgs were resumed again in 1951 

and, for the following six years, the market was free from 

official intervention. Howeve~, during the sterling crisis of 

IFor an official view of this unsatisfactory situation, see the 
'l'reasury Memorandum and oral evidence to the Hadcliffe 
Committee, to which detailed reference will be made below. 
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1 1957, the authorities reversed this policy and engaged in 

sub~tantial forward sales of dollars towards the end of 

August. This was to counteract the widening margins on 

forward dollars and Deutschemarks which appeared during that 

month and had induced heavy outward arbitrage. As a result 

of this fbrwar.d intervention, the mar gin did narrow considerably 

for a few days but there is evidence that the government 

regarded the opeFations as being too costly in terms of heavy 

forward commitments. This is revealed by the fact that, 

although the policy of officjal support was used intermittently 

during September until Bank Rate was increased, it was done on 

a smaller scale. 

v\'ith the increase in Bank Hate, the need for fonvard 

intervention ceased and. the policy was terminated. One cannot 

regard the policy as being a success) since it merely concealed 

for a short period the full extent of the losses resulting from 

the pressure on sterling. However, the policy was advantageous 

----~----.~--------

lUnlike previous cris~s;· the 1957 crisis was entirely one of 
.confidence. The main cause was a bout of currency speculation, 
triggered off by a partial devaluation of the French franc in 
August. Rumours were circulating that the D.M. was to be 

. revalued and sterling might be depreciAted as part of a general 
realignment. For exeell~nt descriptions of this, and for the 
part played by the so-called KL~wait Gap, reference should be 
made to: 

S. Brittan, Stee.!:.~ _.~conomy 1. ThUS?.l§..-2.f th~ 
Treasury, (London 1969), pages l2~ 131. J.C uE .Dow, 
The Management ..9..f_~p~13rit i sh Ecg_noJ!}):' __ 12h2..~-6Q 
(Cambridge, 19b4) pp.95. - 103. 
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to the extent that it testified to the final demise of the 

~rltish authorities refusal to deal in forward exchange. 

From then on, the question b~came one of expediency rather than 

principle, although opposition to unlimited, large-scale 

intervention was still very strong in official circles. 

Having outlined British experience with regard to 

official sup~ort of the forward market up until 1957, one can 

see how such intervention probably represents the final stage 
, . 

of increasing willingness on the part of the authoritie~ to 

influence the foreign exchange market. The first stage, 

between 1932 and 1936, was the setti~g up of the Exchange 

Equalisation Account and its use for economically nationalistic 

purposes; the second stage, in 1936, was the Tripartite 

Monetary Agreement, which established principles for government 

intervention; the thifd stage was the extension of these 

prj,nciples, and their formalisation, at Bretton Woods in 1944, 

and the last stage was a willingness to use the tool of forward 

exchange intervention as part of the general policy of exchange 

t b "I" " 1 's'a llsatlon. 

1 
------------

This idea of forward intervention being part of a development 
process arose from an extende~ conversation with Dr. W.N. 
Scammell, Professor ?of Internbtional EconomicQ at McMaster 
University, Canada; I am grateful for his letting me 
incorpor&te this idea into my paper. 
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It is rather difficult to date this latter stage 
T 

exactly since it developed slowly from its tentative beginnings 

in 1938. Although the willingness to utilise this policy was 

certainly present in 1957, it was still viewed with suspicion, 

especially by the Treasury and Bank of England. It was not 

until the advent of the Labour Government in 1964 that this 

willingness was extended to a firm policy of unlimited forward 

support for an extended period. However, before entering into 

an analysis of these matters, it would seem useful, and 

appropriate, to examine first the te~hnical operation of 

exchafige stabilisation funds in the exchange m~ket, since this 

will provide the necess&ry background to any subsequent 

examination of forward intervention. 

The mechanism developed here, for the purpose of 

illustrating exchange intervention for stabilisation purposes, 

is reproduced from Mundell's collection of his oVln writings cn 

internatjonal economics. l It is of particular relevence here 

since it shows how movements of a country's ~xchange rate are 

~onstrained within the ~imits set by the r.M e F.
2 

IFL A. Mundell, International Economics. (New York and Lond on, 
1968), Chapter-10~ages-l47~149.----

2 
c. f e above, page 2 footnote 1. 
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The diagram, on the following page, shows the demand 

and supply of dollars in exchange for Deutschemarks. The 

situation is simplified by t~king dollars to cover all f~reign 

1 d 11 t ·· l· . 1 exclange an a transac lons lnvo vlng It. DD is the demand 

curve for dollars by German residents, as~uming that the DM 

price of Ger~an goods and the dollar prices of foreign goods 

are constant. It is negatively sloped since, the higher the 

exchange rate (i.e. the more DM it takes to buy one unit of 

dollars), the more expensive American goods and services become 

for German buyers, and the smaller are the latters purchases -

the lower the quantity of dollars dem~nded. For any given price, 

the area under the curve and the o~dinate from the yaxis. 

represents the total sum in DM that Germans are prepared to pay 

for the quantity of dollars represented by that price and the 

curve on the X axis. 

The curve SS shows the supply of dollars offered by 

the rest of the \'v'orld for DM at various exchange rates. It is 

positively sloped since, the higher the exchange rate (i.e. 

the more DM a foreign~r "receives per unit of his dollars), the 

cheaper domestic goods and services appear to foreigners, and 

·the higher is the latter's quantity of foreign exchange supplied. 

SS is, therefore, the sup~ly of dollars and the demand for DM, 
"" 

this latter being described by the area at any price/quantity 

lIncluding those in connected fo0ward markets. 
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coupling on the supply schedule. 

If the market were free from intervention by the 

monetary authorities, the price \,,"ould be Po, determined by 

the intersection at E of DD and SSe At this price, Qo of 

dollars is exchanged for PoQo of DM. It is assumed that the 

initial price Po is within the support points, which are 

taken to be ~ of 1% below-and above the par-value. Thus, it-

is within the r~~ge DM 3.97 - 4.03 centred on a parity of 

4.0, using the IMF par value prevailing in 1966. 

Suppose now that, in the rest 6f the world, there is 

an autonomous increase in the demand for German goods so that 

the supply of dollars is increased at any given price. SS 

now shifts to the right to some position such as that of Sl S1. 

In a free market, this would mean that the price of the dollar 

would fall below the lower support point of 3.97DM, but, under 

IMF rules, this the German authorities are obligated to prevent, 

intervening in the market at the rate_DM. 3.97 = $1 (if not 

before) to prevent further appreciation of the DM. At this 

lower s~pport point, the- excess supply of dollars is AB, an 

amount equal to an excess supply of dollars of Ql Q2' The 

excess demand for DM is equal to the rectangle AQ2 shaded on 

the diagram. In orde~ to-stabilise the rate at-DM.3.97 - $1, 

the German authorities will buy up the excess supply of doll~rs 

(~lQ2) and supply to the exchange m~rket AQ2 of DM, this 
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buying and se.lling being achieved through some form of an 

Exchange Fund. QIQ2 would then represent the German balance 

of payments surplus in $, while the area AQ2 represents the 

German surplus in DM. 

This intervention by the German authorities not only 

raises the rate to the DM. 3.97 support point, but also 

produces forces which ten~ to correct the disequilibrium in 

the market. The acquisition by the German central bank, or 

exchange fund, of the excess supply of dollars must, in the 

absence of a creation of additional 'dollars in the rest of the 

world~ reduce spending in the world using dollars. The S181 

curve is, therefore, shifted to the left as prices fall in the 

rest of the world or interest rates rise. In Germany, the 

addition to the supply of DM by the Gerrnance-nEI"aX-1:5ank wil-]:-

serve to shift DD to the right as German prices rise or 

interest rates fall. After this'adjustment, a new equilibrium 

would be established at the intersection of DIDI and 811811 , 

For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that 

the last phase of this process may be omitted in practice. 

·It is likely that the Germ&n authorities will be anxious to 

prevent the working of these automatic adjustment forces on 

their domestic price·lev~l. It is more likely_that such 

adjustment would be prevented by counter actions by the central 

1?ank and tbat, in the absence c,f the ad jl.1stment phase in the 
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diagram, the~e will be a change in the level of reserves held 

-bt the two countries. 

Thus, having seen how official intervention and adjust

ment works in a Narrow Band Exchange Market for a country's 

spot currency, and traced the growth of British intervention 

in both spot and forward markets prior to 195$, we are in a 

better position to examine the subse~uent development of 

policy on forward suppo~t and to appreciate the turnaround in 

official attit~des which occured between 1958 and 1964. 

At the time of the Radcliffe ~nquiry, the British 

monetary authorities were opposed to intervening in the forward 

exchange market (although, as we saw ·above, it had 

occasionally done so in the past), and in particular to holding 

forw3 rd rates fixed in ~n exchange crisis. In November 196/+, 

however, when exchange market participants came to doubt exist-

ing par values, the Bank of England not only increased Bank 

Rate from 5% to 7%, but also intervened in the forward market. 

This it continued to do, at least from time to time, until 

mid - November, 1967 when, for some unknown reC.son, it withdrew 

from the market. Thus) as Kareken put it in his chapter on 

Monetary Policy in the Brooking~ Report on t~e British economy, 

"between June 1958 a,nd November 196/+, the mone.tary authorities 

changed their collective mind. 1Il An analysis will now be made 
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of this change in policy; the arguments ~ut forward in 195a 

and 1964 to justify the respective attitudes towards official 

int~rvention will be outlined, and compared and contrasted for 

any defects they may contain.
l 

Finally, I will then try to 

ascertain whether the British authorities were correct to 

continue this newly-acquired policy of unlimited intervention 

right up until 1967, having in mind the conclusions, posited 

in the·previous.,chapt~r, concerning the desirability of official 

support of the forward market. The views of various writers 

on this issue will be cited to demohstrate the disagreement 

which exists and thus to underline the tentative nature of any 

conclusions which may be ~eached here. 
2 

In 195~, Treasury and Bank of England witnesses told 

the Radcliffe Committee ·that large-scale interventjon was un-

thinkable as a weapon of policy, either then or after the formal 

establishment of external conve~~ibility for sterling. The 

----_ .. -
lI\1uch of the inspiration and ideas for this part of the analysis 

came from Peter Oppenheimers: 
"Forvmrd Exchange Intervention: the Official View, 11 in 

the Westminster Bank Review for February, 1966. 

2Si1' Roger r:rakins (Joint Perrlanent Secretary); Sir Leslie Rowan 
(Second Secretary): Sir Edmund Co~pton (Third Secretary) - all 
of the Treasury; and M.H. Parsons an~ R.A.O. Bridge, of the 
Bank of England& • 

For the cross-examination of these officials see 
'Committee on the Working of the rJionetary Syster:J., Kinutes ··of 
Evidence' Questions 96e4 to 9734, pages 636 - 636. 
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'1 
Treasury memorandum on the subject, on which the later 

qu~stioning was based, carne to the same conclusion. It begins 

by briefly summarising what it believes to be the supposed 

advantages which arise from pegging the forward margin at an 

appropriately narrovlT discount (that is, smaller than the 

interest differential): 

"To pe'g forv-Iard margins would , 'it is argued:-

(i) prevent the switcting of financing to London. 

(ii) hy main'taining an apparently strong forward 
rate for the pound, inspire confidence. 

(iii) by offering an insuran6e against devaluation 
at virtually no cost, discourage the speculator 
from withdrawing ste~ling balances and delaying 
sterling payments; , 

(iv) encourage inward interest arbitrage which would 
bring dollars into the reserves to offset or at 
least reduce such smaller losses to the reserves 
as did the'n oc cur." 2 

These arguments used here in a specifically British setting 

are familiar to us, for they appeared in one form or another 

in the theoretical analysis of Chapter 2. The Treasury 

conceded that such theory was "attractive intellectually" but 

that it l!does not take account of the psychological behaviour 

ITreasury Memorandum: 'The Forward Exchange ~arket - Policy.' 
In Principal Memoran~a of Evid~nce, pages 121 ~ 122. 

20p. cit., page 121. 
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of markets nor of the policy implications of the proposal."l 

It thus concluded tha t these theoretical advantages fall to 

the ground and four reasons were given for this. Becaus~ of 

their importanc~ in the context of this paper, these reasons 

will be examined in turn. 

Their first argument was that: 

"we had the experience during the post-war years up to 
1951 of fixed rates for forHards at margins equivalent 
to 1% per annum. We did not find that the existence 
of fixed rates diminished speculative swings or 
provided noticeable protection for the reserves. On 
the contrary we found that outstanding £ori',ard commit
ments, for which the E.E.A. provided the counterpart, 
varied enormously in accordance with the view currently 
taken, good or bad, of the probable future course of 
any exchange rate - despite the f?ct that we insisted· 
on documentation of all transactions in an endeavour to 
exclude those of a patently speculative nature. We 
found that, in fact, we were financing speculation at 
virtually no cost to the speculator, and it was for that 
reason that it was decided to withdraw from the forward 
market and leave forward margins to be determined by 
supply and demand, so that the rate corrective could be 
alloKed to apply and speculation be discouraged by 
increasing the cost. From our subsequent experience, 
we have no reason to doubt that the decision taken in 
1951 was the correct one and no reason to recommend a 
reversion to the earlier pressure [?Jof pegging the for
ward rates; T! 

This argument is in no 'VoTay incorrect but it is somewhat con--

fused. Since the "",hole idea of supporting the forward rate 

is not to reduce total sales of foreign exchange but rather 

to reduce spot sales, partly or totally at the expense. of the 

lop. cit., page 121. 
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forward position, the fact that speculative swings did not 

weaken, and that official forward commitments fluctuated 

according to market sentiment, does not damn such a policy. 

As Oppenheimer says: "Any shift from spot selling to forward 

selling protects the reserves, so long as the domestic 

curr~ncy is not devalued or the foreign currency revalued 

while the authorities have largefor\'fa"rd commitments. ,,1 

However, it is true that there may be no substitution 

between spot and forward exchange; in such a situation, 

~upport of the forward rate may not induce a fall in spot sales. 

This in fact occured between 1945 and 1951 when, as we have 

seen,the imposition of exchange controls, in the form of 

embargoes, prevented the normal types of transactions required 

for substitution from taking place. Since the mid-1950s, 

though, there has been no prohibition on such substitution 1 

tf it is achieved through interest arbitrage. Again, official 

intervention may not lower the pressure on the spot market 

since it could strengthen peoples' belief in an alteration of 

the par value and, thereby, weaken confidence. The question 

of confidence, however, is extremely complicated and con-

sideration of it in more detail will be postponed until later. 

The second argument of the Treasury was concerned with 

interest arbitrage:-

. _.._ . ..-_w ___ ........ "_ 

lOppenheimer, Ope cit., page 4. 
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"if sterling is llnder pressure end the pound is 
suspect, inward interest arbitrage would be unlikely 
to take place, irrespective of how profitable it 
~ight be. The reason is .that the Exchange Control 
Act enables the Government to ~etermine how foreign
held balances may be de~lt with. Consequently, 
foreigners who are content in the ordinary course to 
hold funds in London are less willing to do so when 
sterling is weak, when the reserves are falling and 
when defensive measures of some kind are expected .. 
tinder such circumstances foreigners are disposed to 
withdraw funds from London even if· that may involve 
them at times in quite considerable cost. It is 
therefore quite unrealistic to suppose for one 
moment that the opportunity of a relatively small 
interest advantage would persuade them at such times 
to bring nore money in;" 

Thjs argument is further amplified by Sir Leslie Rowan, under 

questioning by Prof. Sayers (one of the members of the Committee), 

as seen in the 'Minutes of Evidence,l:-

'Prof. Sayers: It wotild seem to follow from the last 
sentence ..• that the effects of raising the Bank Rate 
on the foreign exchange situation are limited com
pletely to the effects induced by the foreigner 
supposing that the higher Bank Rate will do something 
to the internal situation, or is a sign that something 
is being done to the internal situation? 

Sir Leslie: I made a statement about this before this 
Committee on 16th January. You will recall that at 
that time we said·that the Bank Hate had two important 
elements: one We;S the fact tbat it means tr:at a hjgher 
rate of interest can be earned on money, and that the 
other important element was exactly what you have just 
said~ na~ely, as a sign that action is going to be 
taken. That must essentially be action in the internal 
economy of a kind "'ihidl is going to remove any doubts 
about the value ofl~heJ currency. 

--- -----.-.-.-----~-.--.-.-------

lc.f. 'Principal Minutes of Evidence, I Page 637 
Questions 9?i5 - 9718. 
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Prof. Sayers: I thought you were going much further 
and saying that your first point is of no account at 
all at the critical times of pressure? 

Sir Leslie: At such ti~es if the currency is in doubt 
and there happens to be some difference between the 
interest rates, that difference in itself is not 
going to be sufficient to attract the money in ... 
~u~ if the difference •.. came, as it came last 
September,l from positive action ... then it can have 
a very considerable effect~ because both things 
would be operating in the same direction •.• " 

Even if this argument ~as valid at the time, it has since been 

undermined by the growth of the Euro-dollar market which makes 

it impossible to talk only about foreign a~bitrageurs while 

ignoring the role of U.K. banks. This is exemplified in the 

winter of 1964-65, where the provision of cheap forward 

exchange not only made it unnecessary for the banks to cover 

their spot market positions but also induced them to swap Euro-

dollar deposits into sterling, thus offsetting some of the 

decline in sterling balances.
2 

Furtter, the Treasury argument ignores the fact that 

forward intervention on its own might impvove the state of 

confidence through its assumption fuat confjdence remains weak. 

lAs we saw above, the rise in Bank Rate fro~ 5% to 7% in 
September 1957 was one of the main factors offsetting the 
speculation on sterling. 

2 
c.f. Oppenheimer's article, page 6, for a useful tabl& showing 
this PlOvement. 
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If this assumption is wrong, the whole of the argument is 

dest~oyed for there would be no problem in attracting short-

term funds once confidence returned. 

The Treasury memorandum's third argument is that: 

"'there is the furtr:er objection that the course proposed 
would involve the E.E.A. assuming a liability in respect 
of forward sales of exchange, the size of which could not 
be calculated in advance and ,which could in theory be 
without limit. In practice, it could, under conditions 
such as prevailed in August and September of last year, 
reach a figure which might approach the total of the gold 
and dollar reser~es. Such a policy could not be prud~ntly 
recomr--;ended. Furthermore, if forward rates were pegged 
it would be known that the authorities were carrying an 
undisclosed liability in respect of forward sales of 
exchange which would be a charge against the reserves. 
At times of pressure, therefore, the published reserves 
would me~n little since the public would be interested 
more in the siz,e of the forward commitments. V:hether 
the figure of liabilities were published or not, the' 
knowledge - or the intelligent guess - that a material 
part of the reserves was already committed could have 
a calamitous effect upon confidence and could bring about 
just the kind of disasters which the advocates of a 
supported forward rate seek to avoid. ", 

Again, under questioning, this argument is clarified in the 

'Minutes of Evidence,l:-

l' 
Ope 

"Prof. Sayers: In paragraph 5 you say: !'such a policy 
could' not be prudently recommended. II Then later you 
use the word !! Furthermore!', which makes me think that 
the reasons given following are different frem those 
underlying the earlier sentence. Are the reasons 
underlying that sentence additional to those given in 
the following sentences? 

Sir Leslie: I do not think that we are drawing any 
distinction here. We are trying to give a coherent 

cit., page 636, Question 9695. 
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account of the reasons under this heading. The main 
reason we give is that it would involve assuming a 
possibly unlimited liability, and then we give other 
reasons, including the doubt it might cast on our 
reserve figures because peopli would know that this 
liability was there and might be very large and the 
reserve figures would therefore not have the integrity 
which they now have. "Such a policy could not be 
prudently recommended I' might well be said to cover the 
w·hole of this head ing. 

It is clear from thea.bove that very large forward commitments 

were seen as unwise on their own, regardless of the reasons 

given afterwards. This is a dubious argument for it is difficult 

to understand any objection to forward commitments which do not 

represent a future charge on the reserves. However, further 

consideration will be given below to the question of just how 

far forward commitments actually represent a charge against the 

reserves, when an examination is made of the 1964-65 change in 

policy_ 

The final Treasury argument was that there was also a 

risk of revaluation of foreign currencies: 

'I ... those who argue in favour of unlimited official 
support of the forward rate say that the authorities 
need not be concerned at the size of the commitment 
they have thus taken on; they may find themselves acting 
as gigantic bulls in sterling, but the decision to 
devalue is entirely in their hands. Even if this were 
not wholly true (which it obviously is not since the 
existence of such a commitment would h~ve the dangers 
described .•. above) it ignores the fact that the acceptance 
of the commitment is not only a gesture of confidence in 
the authorities' ability to maintain the value of sterling} 
but is also a gel mble on another matter \eihich j s complete ly 
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. 
outside their control i.e. whether other currencies 
will be reyalued. They might, for example, get into 
the position of selling a particular- currency forward 
on a massive scale in support Df forward sterling. 
In the event of a revaluation of that currency, a 
substantial open short position could cost us very 
dear." 

The Treasury was certainly correct in identifying this risk 

but wrong to infer that it must necessarily rule out large-

scale forward intervention altogether. It all depends on how 

support of the forward' rate aff~cts the combined volume of 

sale s in spot and forltJard markets toget-her. This stems from 

the fact that, if the govern~ent devalues while possessing 

out~tanding forward commitments, it will sustain a loss on 

the latter just as if it had sold the same amount of exchange 

spot. However, as already seen above in the debate between 

Goldsteiti and Aliber, the question of whether or not forward 

support ~xposes the authorities to an additional loss in the 

event of a devaluation is far from straightforward, so, for 

the sake of completeness, I will postpone further consideration 

of it, in this practical context, until after presentation of 

the counter~arguments used to vindicate the 1964-65 official 

position. 

Thus, after having condemned official forward inter-

vention on the basis of the four arguments presented above, 

the Memorandum concluded: ' 
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fI ••• that a policy of support ing the forward rate might 
well increase speculation rather ,than reduce it, and 
could therefore increase rather than reduce fluctuations 
in the reserves. 

By contrast, otir view ~s th~t the 'fluctuations in the 
reserves which can be directly attributed to the 
operations of the forward market as ';it,- present 
constituted, are relatively small." 1 

One would expect such a strong condemnation to be of 

imm~nse importance and to represent a policy of almost 

permanent duration.' Yet, within six years,. 'the policy was 

completely revers~d: ,beginning, in the last week of November 

1964, the ~onetary authorities undertook very heavy sales of 

fe>rward exchange for both three arid six months delivery. Many 

of these commitments were renewed as they matured. This 

~epresented a complete 'volte-face' with regard to the 

authorities original position; moreover, the new policy was 

defended ,by the Bank of England on the basis of arguments 

which were in total contradiction to tho'se of the Treasury 

memorandum. Although observers of recent British politics have 

beco~e well-nigh accustomed'to' sudden reversals of policy (1), 

the reversal under examination here is in an area where one 

----~-;.. -~------~~--~--------------,---

IFor the debate between Prof. Cairncrdss and Sir Leslie Rowan 
over the compatibility of this statement with the one 
previously made in the Treasury's first argument, concerning 
the 'enormous' variation in outstanding forward commitments 
between 1945 and 1951, see' Minotes of Evidence' page-638, 
questions 9726 - 9734. ' 



would least expect it; it is all the more surprising since 

"even a few months before th~ change .of policy was decided 

upon, the attitude of official circles w~s the same as it was 

at the time when their spokesmen gave evidence before the 

Radcliffe Committee". ,,1 

When a person or institution, who has been giving an 

emphatic negative answer for a prolonged period, suddenly 

provides a positi~e response to" the same question, it is 

reasonable to conclude that something dramatic has occured in 

the interim. As we shall see subsequently, in our determination 

of the validity or otherwise of the policy to intervene without 

limit in the forward market between 1964 and 1967, this con-

elusion is of p~rticular acc~racy. However, before turning 

to this aspect of th~ problem, we shall first outline the 

arguments which the Bank of England used in defense of the new 

policy, and compare and contrast them with those used in the 

Treasury l~emorandu.m. 

The Bcnk of England, in its Quarterly Bu.lletin for March, 

1965, starts by outlining the e-conomic situation which gave 

rise to ilie decision to adopt a policy of unlimited forward 

support: 

IE" . " 5~ L lnzlg, op. Cl~., page JUG 



"From August onwards, sterling was under some pressure. 
This was mainly due to the deficit in the balance of 
payments" w}·ich was for seasonal re?sons particularly 
large in the autumn; but conftd~nce also had already 
faltered from time to time. In November, a severe 
crisis' of confidence developed. The net effect of the 
various measures announced in the Budget on both the 
domestic economy and the balance of payments was 
apparently not· fully understood abroad; the uncertainty 
which developed in the gilt-eelged and equity markets ... 
al~o reacted upon the foreign exchange m&rket; and 
pressure intensified when •.. no change was made in Bank 
Rate .• The spot rate for sterling' again~t the U.S. 
dollar, wbich had opened the month at a shade below 
$2.78! was a,llow~d to fall. to $2. 78~ by 20th November. 
From. then .•. sales of sterling were massive and growing. II 

Having described the background iI.1 this way, the Bank then goes 

on to explain the decision to intervene forward, defending the 

new policy on three grounds:-

First: 
"The discount on forward st.erling had increased remark
ably little before the technical adjustment prompted 
by the rise in Bank Rate. But it then widened rapidly 
~s demand for forward exchange built up •.. Because spot 
sterling was weak, the development of a substantial 
d is-c ount in the forward market would have added to the 
general apprehension, and caused even more spot sales. 
The authorities accord.ingly began to give support to 
the forward rate. I' 

Second: 
"v.fl1en the crisis developed in November, the banks began 
to find difficulty in matching forward sales of sterling 
for their customers w2.th forWard purchases of foreign 
exchange, and some started to coVer their positions by· 
increasing their spot holdings of foreign currencies. " 
The authorities' intervention at this point provided the 
banks v-rit h the necessary forward exchange, and thus 
averted the further drain on the reserves vvhich might 
otherwise h<3. ve d eve"loped . I' 

Third: 
HBy SuppClI'ting the fo~~'ward rate J t1:e authori ties also 



lessened the cost of forward cov~r on ~hort-term fund~ 
placed in the United Kinrdom, more of which might have 
been repatriated if the cost of this cover had been 
excessive." .. 

Regardless oi the validity, or otherwise,· of these arguments, 

t?ey represent aco~plete turn-around in official attitudes, 

for. the Treasury Memorandum condemned and rejected arguments 

almost identical with the thre~ above. Going on, the Bank of 

England considers the question we have already made reference 
. 

to: that .is, just how far forward c ommi tments actually 

repres~nt a charge against the res~rves. The Bank explicitly 

denies that there was any significant threat: 

"It would be mistaken to regard the large commitments 
undertaken by the authorities in ~he forward market ~s 
threatening an abnormal drain on the reserves when the 
deals mature. The bulk of these operations will have 
related to commercial transactions and were simply a 
form of insurance whereby traders made certain that 
payments which were in any event due in future months 
would be made on the basis of the existing rates of 
exchange. In so far as the forward sales of sterling 
were ~ade by non-residents for the purpose of hedging 
sterling o.ssets .•. they are self-reversing in the sense 
that the seller must soorier or later close out the 
hedge by buying the sterling 0hich he has contracted 
to deliver, except in marginal cases where he might 
decide to dispose of the ·assets .in quest.ion. I' 

Thus, whereas in 1958 the authorities.maintained that large 

forward cor;wlitments would be a future threat to the reserves 

and could adversely effect confidence, in 1965 they denied 

this threat and claimed a strengthening of confidence would 

r~sult. This difference of view led Oppenheimer to weigh the 
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balance of arguments and to arrive at.a som@what sceptical 

conclusion regarding the wisdom of the policy that was pursued 

in 1964-65. Goldstein, in a ·later'ar~icle,3 challenges this 

conclusion, feeling that forward support was an appropriate 

instrument. An examination will now be made of this debate. 

Oppenheimer's scepticism i~ based on three propositions. 

The first is that he does not believe· one should accept blindly 

the ~ank of England's assertionJ in 1965, that forward inter-

v·ention strengthened market confidence in their ability and 

determination to defend sterling's parity. This is because 

iftl18 authoritie s really cannot know whether . the 'general 

·apprehension' would have been great~r if they had not inter

vened. tll Secondly, he regards such hold intervention as being· 

dangerou.sly unwise since "with forward deals running to such 

large sums, it is hard to see how the authorities could be sure 

that any unusual future drain on the reserves, due to disposal 
2 

of sterling assets, would b~ negligible.'! Finally, he adopts 

the view that the policy of forward support increased the sales 

-------
1 

Ope cit., page 13. 
2 op. cit., page 9. 

3H•N. Goldstein IIFol'l'l/ard Exchange Intervention .Another v.iew of 
the Recent British Experiment". W.B.H. August, 1966. 



'of both spot and forward dollars combined, and thereby faced 

the authorities with the risk of a greater devaluation loss 

than if they had not intervened. 

On these three premises, he bases his conclusions 

regarding the validity of the 1965 arguments in comparison with 

those used by the Treasury in 195$. "He sees the Treasury 

Memorandum as being badly argued and as failing to offEr a 

convincing case' 'against large--scale intervention in a 

speculative crisis. As for the 196,5 analysis, he regards the 

arguments as being somewhat sounder, but believes them to be 

weakened by their treatment of the issues of confidence and 

reserve - loss. Having t~us weighed the two cases regar~ing 

large-scale official forward intervention, Oppenheimer concludes: 

"All in all, the verdict seems to be: not proven. 
The authorities did keep some short-term money in London 
by dint of accumulating va,st forward comrlitments. But 
they might easily have borrowed more from the central 
banks instead. In effect, they used part of the central
bank arrangements to back their forward commitments. 
It is these arrangements that \'lere in every way the 
decisive factor. Forward interventio'n did not make a 
great deal of difference •.... The real case for large
scale intervention arises when there is capital flight 
in spite of a healthy underlying situation in the balance 
of payments. In 1964-65, the U.K. payments situation 
was anything but healthy, and the authorities were 
engaged in shoring up an e~chang~ parity which made 
dubious economic sense.!! 1 

He thus bases his overall opposition to the 1?64-65 use of 

forward intervention on the grounds that the pressure on 

lop. cit., page 13" 
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'sterling reflected a basic deficit in the balance of payments 

ra~her than a temporary capital flight. This, as we saw at 

the conclusion of Chapter 2, represents a viable argument 

against official forward support. 

Goldstein, however, disagrees fundamentally with the 

arguments on which Oppenheimer's scepticism is based, and finds 

a valuable ally in C.A. Coombs, the Vice-President in charge 

of the Foreign Depariment of the Federal Reserve Bank of 

New York. This latter personage's yerdict on the British 

government's use of forward intervention in 1964-65 is the 

almost complete antithesis of Oppenheimer's: 

"While short-term central bank credits and subseauent" 
funding operations through the 1.M.F. provided t~e basic 
defence line for sterling during this troubled period, 
inadequate recognition has been given to the success of 
Bank of England operEitions in the forward market that 
were conducted forcefully and with great technical skill 
during the course of the year. Such large-scale 
operations in the forward market not only exerted at 
critical moments a highly salutary influence on market 
confidence but also had the vitally important effect of 
relieving pressure on the spot m~rket and British dollar 
reserves by providing at reasonable cdst the alternative 

of hedging in the forward market. In the absence of 
such forward operat,ions, it seems all too clear that the 
drain upon British reserves and the utilisation of 
central bank credits would have been much heavier and 
consequently would have aggravated still further an 
already dangerous crisis. " l' 

Goldstein accepts thls view and, to justify it; criticises, in 

l'Treasury and Federal Reserve Forei~n Exchange Onerations',in 
Federal Reserve Bulletin, March 196~ page 319. 



turn, Oppenheimer's ~hree propositions'. 

Regarding the first proposition, Oppenheimer argues 

tho. t there is no reason why fOr\"la!,d intervent ion should have 

predictable effects on confidence. Goldstein disputes this, 

contending that market operators, in their continuous 

appraisal of the risks of devaluations, or revaluations in 

various currencies, tend to rely on the climate of opinion. 

As was seen in Chapter 1, a good index of this climate is 

the forward rate of the currency under observation. As 

Goldstein writesl :, lias the [forwarc!] rate dips below interest 

parity, all sorts of transactors tend to have second thoughts 

about the exchange risk to which they are exposed, or the 

profit opportunities that lie open, from a possible change in 

pari ties. tT Thu,s, he sees the forward rate as not only 

reflecting average opinion~ but as also helping to determine 

the latter and, thereby, the actions of m~rket operators. 

This view is supported by I.S. Friedman, a staff 

member of the I.M.F., who writes: 

1 

flIt is simple arithmetic to calculate ""hether, at any 
given moment, commercial traders, whatever their 
motives, are expecting a fall or a rise in the exchange 
rate, and whether that fall or rise reflects an 
expectation of a change in the par value. For thjs 
reason, forward exchange rates have become increasingly 
important as indicators of the external financial 
position of a country and its prospects. Indeed, it 

~op. cit., page 4. 
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may be said that such quotations are becoming more 
important than changes in gold or foreign exchange 
reserves as indicators of the strength or weakness 
of a currency. II 1 . 

Goldstein therefore views Oppenheimer's argument, that forward 

intervention is as likely to weaken confidence as to strengthen 

it, &s an unlikely contention, although, as he admits: 

" ••.. by directly affecting the forward rate, the authorities 

cook the thermomet~r. But so what? Even though the air is 

as chilly as ever, people are likely to feel warmer if they 
- --- - --_- -- - - ---~----- ----------2-- --------------- - -- _____ _ 

see the mercury at a higher reading." 

Oppenheirner's ,S,"econd proposition is that the government 

faces a considerable risk'in its support of the forward rate, 

since a large proportion of forwcrd sales may represent the 

counterpart of forward purchases of dollars by foreign 

business, owning assets in Britain, who have decided to 

~iquidate these assets in the face of exchange-rate uncertain-

ties. If this were the case, such forward sales of dollars 

would not be self-cancelling but would represent a permanent 

reserve - loss. Goldstein challenge~ this, arguing that such 

investments -usually made to circumvent tariff barriers, 

save on transport costs or take advantage of specialised skills 

- are made on the basis of expected long-run profits, and are 

-----------_._-----~-
~I. S. Friedman, !''1'1'-18 Internat ional Monei.~dry System: Part 1, 

Mechani sm and Operat ::1. on . " I .M. F. Staff Paper, July 1963, 
pages 230 - 231. 

2 
op. cit., page 5. 
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therefore "unlikely to be materially affected by the sort 

of change in exchange rates that might conceivably be made 

to restore payments equilibrium. ,1 1 

He provides a simple,' but useful, example to illustrate 

this pOint. Taking a U.S. pB.rent company, with a subsidiary 

in B~itain, suppose that over a time-span of 20 years, it 

expects to earn 5% p.a. more on its investment in this 

subsidiary than on ~ comparable domestic investment. Then, 

by maintaining this s~bsidiary, the parent company gains 

additional expected earnings, per$lOO of invested cdp.Ltal, 

t"hat have a present value, discounted at 6%, of: 

$5 + $5 /1.06 + $51 (1.06)2 + ... + $51 (1.06)20 - (.+f'7 f·P:> • 

Thus, it would not find it worthwhile. to close-down this 

subsidiary unless either sterling was devalued by more than 

57%, or that it became impossible to hedge against such a 

capital loss. 

Although this is merely a simple example, utilising 

hypothetical figures, it does provide the normal, expected 

order of magnitudes, and would seem to justify Goldstein's 

belief that massive flights from direct investments in Britain, 

by overseas businesses, in the face of a devaluation - risk, 

would seem unlikely. This belief gains greater strength if 

1 
OPe cit., page 5. 
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the authorities are prepared to provide overseas investors 

with relatively cheap insurance against any capital loss 

arising from a devaluation of sterling. In fact, by 

suppcirting the forward rate at or near interest parity, the 

monetary authorities provide just such insurance. 

Turning to Oppenheimer's final proposition, Goldstein 
1 examines the question, already alluded to above, of whether 

forward support exposes the authorities to an additional loss 

in the event of a devaluation. As was seen in our theoretical 

analysis, if the gbvernment does not pursue a policy of 

forw&rd intervention, and then devalues, it sustains a loss 

equal to the percentage by which the dollar is appreciated 

in terms of sterling, multiplied by their speculatively 

induced reserve losses, which then flow back into sterling at 

the new par value. If the forward rate is fixed~ the reserve 

losses are likely to be less, but forward comr.itments may be 

greater than the additional loss of reserves that would have 

occured without forward support. If the government devalues 

its domestic currency following a period of forward inter-

vention, it loses a sum equal to the induced spot reserve 

losses, plus forwClrd commitments multiplied by the percentage 

by which the dollar is appreciated. 

le.f. page 81-. 
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Goldstein, assuming that the size of the devaluation 

would be the same in both cases (an assumption which we have 

already found fault withl),.then suggests the key questi?n 

is whether the government's additional com~itments in the 

forward market are greater than the additional spot reserve 

losses that would have occured if there were no forward 

intervention. On this questionable premise, he argues that 

confidence is the determining influence. If it is strengthened 

by forward support, then one may expect a decline in sterling 

~hort positions; if it is weakened, such positions may increase." 

As seen, Oppenheimer does not regard forward support as a 

factor increasing confidence and therefore believes forwa.rd 

support exposes the government to an additional loss in the 

event of a devaluation. Goldstein, however, sees the 

confidence effect influencing sterling favourably in 1964-65 

~nd thus argues 11 ••• for this reason alone, it seems likely 

that private transactors' total short positions in sterling, 

throurh both markets combined, v-Iere reduced by official 

forward intervention follo'wing the speculative attack in 

2 November 1964. 11 Since the premise, on which this conclusion 

is based, is questionable, though, the validity of Goldstein's 

proposition is somewhat uncertain in this instance. 

1 c.f. above page 53. 

2 't 7 op. Cl-., page • 



Further, there is also the possibility that, even if 

confidence improved, -forward intervention might still increase 

total short positions in sterling by reducing the cost of 

taking such positions. The determining-factor here is the 

speculative and hedging de~and for dollars, in both spot ~nd 

forward markets combined, during times when expectations of 

a devaluation are strong. If this demand is price-elastic 

as Oppenheimer contends forward inter'vention may augment the 

government!s potential loss from devaluation in spite of 

confidence having a constructive dffect. Goldstein, though, 

regards this as implausible: 

lIIf transactors feel tLat there is, say, a one-in-ten 
chance that sterling will be devalued in the next 30 
days b:v 207~, tbey already have a powerful incentive 
to hedee or speculate. Any reduction in the cost of 
taking a bear position in sterling is unlikely to 
change their I expected ~peculative profit' or !expected 
loss from failing to hedge f by a significant percentage. lll 

He therefore sees as unlikely any such effect on the overall 

extent of speculative and hedgirtg transactions. 

Having thus criticised the three propositions on which 

Oppenheimer bases his scepticism with regards to forward 

intervention in 1964-65, Goldstein concludes by agreeing with 

Oppenheimer that the balance of payments situation in Britain, 

at ttat time, \vas far from healthy and that t,he go\rernment was 

~op. cit., page 10. 
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engaged in supporting an over-valued currency. Nonetheless, 

he believes that: 

!' ••• granted that the Government were determined not 
to let go of the 2.80 parity, we do no feel that 
forward support was an inappropriate or ineffective 
instrument. Indeed, if anything, we would question 
whether the British authorities acted boldly enough 

, in supporting the forward rate." 

Thus, he too, along with Oppenheimer, 'bases his opposite 

conclusion on an argument which we suggested as viable at 

the end of Chapter 2 - that is, that forward support is an 

essential policy for an exchange authority that puts a very 

high priority on a maintenance of its existing parity. We 

thus find ourselves in a confusing situation, where both 

conclusions are based on acceptable arguments. Yet, in the 

analysis to follow, I intend to remove this confusion by 

showing that, altho~gh both arguments are correct, they are 

?verruled by other considerations which show the policy of 

forward intervention, as followed from 1964, was unjustifiable 

since it was adopted as a technique to cover up the economy's 

underlying weakness and thereby postpone the painful, but 
1 necessary, deflationary measures. 

lFor a persuasive, although somewhat politically biased attack 
on the Wilson Government's decision to use unlimited forward 
intervention in its defence of sterling, the reader should 
refer to chapter 47 in Einzig's 'A Dynamic Theory of ' Forward 

.Exchange'. 
A sornevihat condensed version of this can be found in 

Einzig's I1Forward Exchange Intervention", Vlhich appeared in 
the W.B.E., February 1967. 
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It was the persistent heavy pressure on the pound, 

that followed the advent of the Labour Government in 1964, 

that caused the authorities'to change their mind and to 

adopt a positive attitude towards unlimited forward inter

vention. This pressure was the 'something dramatic' which 

occured in the interim since the Radcliffe Tribunal. 

Although this policy of forward support was not a total 

departure from the pa~t since, as we have seen, it had been 

used, albeit intermittently, in 1931 and 1957, it did differ 

from these previous occasions in three vital respects. 

The first is that the policy of forward intervention, 

as followed from No~ember 1964 onwards, was a fundamental" 

part of the system that the Government established for 

defending the pound, and it became a regular characteristic 

of the Foreign Exchange ~arket. In contrast, the interventions 

of 1931 ~nd 1957 were merely a response to sterling 

difficulties which lasted a few months and which were 

terminated a~ these difficulties abated. Indeed, in 1957, the 

policy was stopped even before the crisis ended. Although 

intervention weB not continuous from 1964 onwards, because 

sterling sometimes required no support for short periods, the 

Government v.fas prepared to sell forward dollars whenever the 

situation arosej,without regard to the size of commitments 
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already outstanding. 

Further, this support was unlimited, again in contrast 
. 

to the previous instances of int ervent ion. Indeed, accord ing " 

to Einzig, the forward commitments which arose between 1964 

"and 1967 "are understood to have exceeded from time to time 

considerably the amount of the gold and dollar reserve, 

though possibly not the total of liquid Foreign Exchange 
" 1,1 

resources .... 

T6e final distinguishing feature is that considerable 

~nter~ational resources were available for the support of 

sterling after 1964. Not only WCiS assistCil1ce readily obta~Ln-

able from the I.M.F. and the Bank for- International Settlements, . " 

but the Bank of England was also able to avoid any difficulties 

of meeting its matliring forward commitments by the use of 

repeated swap transactions. 

Such considerations greatly strengthened the temptation 

to adopt"unlimited intervention since inadequacy of reserves 

no longer seemed to represent a basic constraint to such a 

policy. It has been argued t1!at the" Government was entitled 

to adopt such a policy in 1964~ so as to enable it to gain 

lop. cit., page 533. The 'total of liquid Foreign Exchange 
resources' referred t6 include swap arrangements between 
central banks, and draw~ngs rights and credits available to 
Britain from the I.M.F. and a group of central banks. 



time for the preparation of the measures needed to combat 

the serious economic position. This is an acceptable argument. 

However, it lost any semblance of validity v,rhen it was 

realised that the authorities meant to apply it permanently, 

as an additional method of short-term borrowing abroad. 

Rather than tackling its economic prob-lem head on, the 

Government succumbed to what Einzig called 'the tempting easy 

wa.y out'. 

This adoption of the policy of unlimited support of 

the forward rate for sterling in the face of fundamental 

disequilibrium in the balance of payments f!virtually amounted 

to announcing to the world ~hat Britain, instead of tacklihg 

the fundamental causes of the crisis, intended merely to 

camouflage it. 111 Moreover', this policy not only attempted to 

cover up the underlying weakness Of the economy, it also made 

the situation worse by intensifying its inflationary condit jon. 

In the period between 1964 and 1967, the ~tificially low 

discount ori forward sterling greatly stimulated the switching 

of Euro-dollars into sterling to be used as loans to local 

authorities and hire-purch~se finance houses. The m6ney 

~ttracted in this way added considerably to the already . .' 
extensive inflationary pressure and was largely responsible, 

for the neutralization of the Government's deflationary 

o~. cit., pREe 10. 
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measures. Because of this neutralization, the almost -

draconian economic measures, introduced in July, 1?66, 

became inevitable. This point is well expounded by Einzig. 

T!The repeated renewal of official forward dollar 
liabilities as and when they matured, and their 
presumed increase as and when fresh deficits were 

'being financed by official selling of more forward 
dollars, is not a confidence - inspiring spectacle. 
It was mainly be cause of the growing distrust 
caused by this kite-flying stategy that the 
Government fe~impelled eventually to adopt much 
more drastic measures in a long-overdue attempt ' 
to restore confidence.~ 

It is possible that the new administration adopted 

the policy on the grounds of practical expediency, hoping that 

if the immediate crisis of sterling could be met, the general 

situation would improve. However, although lacking indisput-

able evidence, it vmuld seem that the policy-change was 

largely caused by political considerations for the sake of 

B:voiding the alternative measures of deflation. This verdict 

is strengthened by the fact that, because of the small 

majority held by the Government in Parliament, it would have 

been essential to avoid politically ~npopular policies, in 

case an early election was called. Supported by the advice 

of politically-motivated economists, newly integrated into 

the administrative machine, a policy of uhlimited forward 

support would have seemed an ideal alternative to a running 

dpwn in the reserves, deflation or even devaluation. Given 
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Mr. Wilson's passionate commitment to avoiding the latter, 

it i~ not hard to understand how forward support came to seem 

such an attractive alternative. 

It has also been suggested to the present writer, by 

an economist now working at the National Institute of Economic 

and Social Research in London, that the change of policy 

leading to adoption of unlimited torward support may have been 

influenced, not only ~y the change of Government, but also by 

a change of personnel in the top post at the Treasury. 

As was seen earlier, Sir Roger :f\'Iakins was joint-

permanent Se~retary at th~ Treasury at the time of the Radcliffe 

Inquiry, and it is likely that his personal opposition to 

official forward intervention was one of the determining factors '! 

in both the Treasury's and the Bank of England IS vir~lent 

opposition to the unlimited use of such a technique. Further, 

as Brittan has pointed out, Makin's background did not exactly 

equip him with the knowledge necessary for his position: "The 

choice of Sir ROf'eY' Makins, until then Ambassador in Washington, 

as the Treasury's economic chief was a bold gamble that did not 

quite work. The country's economic problems were too complex 

for anyone, however intelligent, with a mainly Foreign Office 

1 background ••.. !I 

. __ ._--_._--,"------'----

MCMASTER UNIVERSITY l/SNX/& 
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Makins retired in 1960, and his place was taken for a 

couple of years by Sir Frank ~ee, preyiously Permanent 
. 

Secretary to the Board of Trade. He was himself succeeded in 

1962 by Sir William Armstrong (the present head of the British 

Civil Service). Ar~strong was previously Third Secretary in 

the Home and General Finance Division of the Treasury and, 

through his preoccupation in that job"with"do~estic monetary 

policy, debt manp.gement, National Savings and other subjects 

related to government borrowing and le~ding, probably brought 

t'o his ne1,'1 position the technical'skills and beliefs which he 

had previously practiced. l This being so, he might possibly 

have been the type of person to support, if not advocate, the 

use of such a technique as forward support of sterling. 

The policy change might also have been a function of 

personalities at the Bank of England, arId the relation between 

the latter and Armstrong. If he had "found, in the Bank, people 

~ho were in favour of forward "support, Armstrong would 

probably have gone along with the schem~ and added the weight 

of the Treasury to any advocacy of the policy to the New 

Government. 

------------------ --------
lIt should be noted tha~, after Armstrong's promotion in 1962, 
the sections of the Treasury dealing with home and overseas 
finance were brought together. Ttus, the responsibilities 
of this merged group were extended, fro~ those already 
~entioned, to cover overseas financial negoti&tions and the 
b&lance of payments. 

, ! 

I 

i 
" I 
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This, ·of course, is all highly speculative and, for 

the present at least, it is impossible to obtain the necessary 

infOrmation. Yet, personalities are often the determining 

factor in the choice of economic policy and some conside~ation, 

no matter how uncertain, should always be given to such 

matterse 

As a result of adQpting such a policy, the Governme~t 

felt strong enough to push through measures, such as increases 

in social expenditure, raising the salaries of members of 

Parliament, expanding the civil service, nationalising the 

Steel Industry, and reforms of the tax system to redistribute 

incomes to the poorer members of society, which were in direct 

conflict wit,h t,he economic needs of the country. My opposit ion 

to the use of unlimited ·forward suprort, betvwen 1964 and 1967, 

thus rests on the argument that it was used as a shield, behind 

which the Government followed damaging inflationary policies 

while avoiding the painful, but necessary, measures needed to 

correct the balance of payments situation. Such a conclusion 

must over-rule those. of. Oppenheimer and Goldstein, regardless 

. of the fact that they in ti.lrn are based on conclusions 

regarding the desirability of forward support which we ourself 

suggested as viable.' Such conclusions were rendered redundant 

by the use to whjch the policy of intervention was put in the 

-period 1964 - 67! 
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However, although it is possible to attack strongly, 

on economic grounds, the use of forward support of sterling 

during this period, it should be noted that its use can be 

considered legitimate in the 'gamel of politics. Labour 

Governments, historically, have always taken the view that 

the needs of the domestic economy are paramount and therefore 

any weapon is justifiable to achieve domestic stability of 

employment. Conservative administrations, on the other hand, 

have been predisposed to come to power with the view that the 

needs of the Balance of Payments ar~ the most important. This 

view is probably the result of two factors: the first is that 

Conservatives have been cl~sely allied to banking and bus~ness 

interests and have been brought up on the adjustment system 

of the Gold Standard; the second is that the party is 

comprised, in general, of people who suffered less in the 

Depression, and therefore who do not have the same repugnance 

with regard to unemployment as the rank-and-file members of 

the Labour Party. 

Wilson, being both a Labour politician and a trained 

economist, must have consjdered carefully, when he came to 

power at the end of J 0 611-, whet.her" to 'pJay' economic policy 

for domestic issues o~ the strength of the Balahce of Payments. 

In the end, he tried to chose both and, to help attain this~" 

a,zloptecl the policy of forward intervention to try and offset 



speculative pressures against sterling while pursuing 

relatively expansionist policies domestically. 
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In the light of the fundamental disequilibrium which 

existed in Britain's balance of payments, this was a 

foolhardy policy to adopt on economic grounds; yet, in 

political terms, it was understandable, and, in matters of 

policy determination, it is inevitable that such political 

considerationsare the determining factor. 



Chapter 4: American experience with forward 
intervent ion. 

By way of comparison with British use of forward 

intervention, a brief examination will now be made of 

America's utilisation of this technique during the 1960s. It 

will be shown that the U.S. used such intervention primarily 

as a stabilisation we~pon to reduce the flexibility of 

exchange rates and, more importantly, to offset the frequent 

disturbances which plagued the international monetary system 

in general du,ring this period. For these reasons, the use of 

forward support in America differed fundamentally from that 

in England where, as was just seen, the policy was pursued for 

purely nationalistic economic and political ends. 

In l'JIarch, 1961, for the first time sine e the 19303, the 

U~S. authorities began to intervene actively in the .C' • .iOrelgn -
1 

exchanre market for their own account~ This resumption of 

foreign exchange operations, by the U.S. Treasury in March 1961 

and by the Federal Reserve System in February 1962, was part 

---- ---~- ,-~'"~-----------.-----

IThese transactions were undertaken by the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York, both for the account of" the Federal Reserve 
System and fur the account of the U.S. Treasury, including 
the Treasury's Exchange Stabilisation Fund. The information 
on U.S. exchange - market intervention is based on the reports 
by C.A, Coombs, "Treasury and Federal Eeserve Foreign 
Exchange Operations,Tl in Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
Monthly Review, September 1962 - March 1970. 
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of a cooperative effort with foreign Treasuries and central 

banks to establish a defense against foreign exchange market 

speculation. Since, under the dollar - based gold exchange 

standard, the U.S. dollar is the fulcrum of the international 

currency system, this co-operative effort took the form of 

arrangements between the U.S. and other· industrial countries, 

adapted to the individual needs of the countries involved. 

Although the principle of intervention by central banks 

in their foreign exchange markets had been accepted in the 

1930s, the U.S. had refrained from such operations from the 

beginning of the Second World War until 1961. This difference 

'of approach stemmed from the Bretton Woods Agreement. As 0as 

seen earlier, under the Articles of Agreement of the I.M.F., 

member countries agreed to establish pbr values for their 

currencies in terms of gold or the U.S. dollar, and to limit 

fluctuations in their exchange rates to no more than 1% around 

par. In many instances, countries fulfilled this obligation 

by buyin[ or ~elling U.S. dollars against their own currencies, 

thereby preventing their exchange rates from rising above the 

llcsiling" or falling below the !1floor'·. Foreign central banks 

also operated in the exchange markets between these margins, to 

even out movements in their rates. 

Foreign official intervention on the exchange is 

generally achieved through the buying and selling of U.S. 
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dollars since the latter is the main reserve currency_ Such 

int~rvention leads to changes in official holdings of dollars, 

increasing them when the demand for the foreign currency is 

strong and reducing them when demand is weak. Most countries 

hold only a certain proportion of their reserves in the form 

of dollars; the remainder is usually gold. If official 

intervention is large, countries may take possession of more 

dollars than they want; in such a situation, the authorities 

of the country in question will convert the unrequired 

dollars into gold. Similarly, they may be forced to sell gold 

to obtain any dollars they are short of for support operations. 

This willingness of central banks to acquire and hold 

dollars as a part of their reserves depends on their ability 

to convert such dollars into gold at a fixed price. Under the 

Bretton Woods system, this assurance is provided by the U.S. 

agreeing to maintain a fixed par value for the dollar by being 

ready to buy or sell gold against dollars at a fixed price of 

$35 per ounce. This system, of defining and maintaining the 

dollar's parity in terms of gold, while other countries 

parities are maintained by the buying and selling of dollars, 

led to the establishment of the gold exchange standard, under 

whjch the U.S. acts as banker for the dollar exchange reserves~ 

As banker the U.S.!s role had been largely passive until 
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1961. Although overseas central banks resisted falls in 

their currency's rate, they had no obligation to resist 

similar falls in the dollar. Thus, whenever the latter came 

under any pressure, its rate tended to move towards its 

Hfloor'·. Only at this point would foreign central banks take 

any surplus supply of dollars off the market. This passive 

role by the U.S. led to no serious problems for many years. 

However, by 1960, a series of deficits in the U.S. 

balance of payments had led to heavy gold losses and large 

increases in dollar liabilities. The dollar was subject to 

rumours of ~hanges in fi~ancial policy, particularly regarding 

the maintenance of the $35 price for gold. 

The following speculation against the dollar was 

finally offset by a number of measures, which included a pJedge 

to maintain the gold price and to make available the whole of 

the lI.S. gold reserve for defending the dollar. However, this 

recovery in confidence was still highly precarious and was 

soon to be upset. 

On March 4th, 1961, the German government revalued the 

mark by 5%, the Netherlands announcing a similar change shortly 

after. These parity changes, regardless of their intended 

effect towards international payments equilibrium, immediately 

induced a crisis of confidence and there was wild speculation 

tn the possibility of future devaluations or revaluations. 
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In particular, speculation on the expect~tion of a 

revaluation of the Swiss franc was especially strong, result

ing in a huge inflow of dollars into that country. The greater 

proportion of this inflow comprised the counterpart of a 

simultaneous speculative assault on the pound, the Bank of 

England suffering a large loss in reserves. 

An agreement reached in Basle, by central bank Governors, 

to co-operate in the eichange markets offset this first 

speculative wave,· but rumours of a second upward revaluation 

of the mark and guilder were not long in gathering strength, 

and these would have weakened the dollar even without a run on 

sterling. German investors reduced their long positions in 

dollars, to avoid any capital losses from a second revaluation, 

while simultaneously increasing their dollar short positions, 

to make capital gains, by borrowing more in Nevi York. In the 

normal fashion of leads and lags, U.S. exporters and German 

importers also dela:-ed convert ing marks into dollars, while 

U.S. jmporters and German exporters speeded their conversion 

of dollars into marks. 

Further, speculation in the forward market grew in 

importance. Increased buying of forward marks and reduced 

buying of forward dollars led to a 11-% discount on the forward 

dollar which provided a profitable occasion for covered 

interest arbitrage from America to Germany. This outflow of 
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arbitrage funds, coupled with the shift of the leads and lags 

in commercial payments, created a potentially dangerous 

situation by worsening the apparent U.S. payments situation. 

It was thus against this background that the decision 

was reached, on f.,~arch 13th, for the U.S. authorities to 

cooperate with the German authorities in the buying of large 

.quantities of forward dollars (i.e. sale of forward marks). 

This had the aim of providing an adequate supply of forward 

marks, as an alternative to the speculative buying of spot 

marks by foreigners and dollar borrowing by Germans, thereby 

lowering the forward premium on the mark to as close to 1% as 

possible. In fact, by the end of March 1961, the discoun~ 

on the forward dollar had fallen to 1.5%, the U.S. forward 

commitments exceeding $100 million. This support for the 

forward dollar, wbich also included the sale of fonrJard Swiss 

francs to offset the flow of hot-money to Switzerland, 

continued throughout the summer of 1961, the cumulative 

commitment exceeding $400 million before this first round of 

official intervention ended. 

Having thus described in some detail the U.S.'s first 

use of the technjque of forward interventibn, what conclusions 

regarding its efficacy can one reach? From the information 

aVbilable, it seems that, as the first of the forward contracts . 
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began to mature, the speculative tide turned and the spot 

doll~r rate gradually rose off the "floor T' to which it had 

been pinned for many months.' This improvement was partly due 

to a market demand for dollars required to pay for the 

forward marks previously contracted for. Co-operation between 

the German and American authorities in. the spot market also 

helped strengthen the dollar rate. 

It would thus ~eem that by offsetting a large-scale 

flow of speculative funds that proved to be reversible within 

9 months, these U.S. operations in the forward market clearly 

aided both A~erica and Germany. The short-term capital out-

flow from the U.S. was reduced, thereby reducing the U.S.

paymehts deficit,l while the German authorities were able to 

prevent tteir dollar holdings from coming too large. In more 

general terms, these first forward operations greatly 

strengthened confidence in exchange markets, since the latter 

badly needed the assurance which comes from monetary co-

operation between governments. This experience with the 

forward ~ark operation thus proved sufficiently encouraging 

------------------------------~--------------------

lThe U.S. balance-of-payments accounting system trebts an 
outflow of short-term D.S. funds and an inflow of foreign 
short-term funds asymmetrically. The first is presumed 
to increase the U.S. deficit, the second not to reduce it. 
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for the U.S. authorities to adopt forward support as an extra 

weaEon for the achievement of international stabilisation, 

and as will now be shown, it was with this aim in mind that 

the policy was pursued between 1961 and 1970. 

From 1961 to 1964, the U.S. authorities intervened in 

the forward markets for Swiss fr~ncs, Italian lire, Netherlands 

guilders and, on a smaller scale, for Belgian francs, Sterling, 

French francs and the Canadian dOllar,l but it was not until 

the deterioration in the international monetary system reached 

CJ. critical level in lete 1964 that U.S. forward intervention 

became of great importance in contributing towards the 

moderating of speculative disturbances. 

During the six-month period March to August 1964, 

international credit facilities, both bilateral and multi-

lateral, were frequently called upon to cushion the impact 

of payments imbalances on gold and foreign exchange reserves 

among the major trading nations. In this context, official 

operations in the forwa~d markets helped to smooth out 

temporary swings. For example, the Federal Reserve and 

Treasury co-operated with other central banks in carrying out 

short-term forward operations in sterling, German marks, Swiss 

IFor details of U.S. forward intervention during this period, 
see R.Z. Aliber's 'The Management of the Dollar in Int.er

-national Finance' (Princeton, 1964) pages 33 - 3~. 
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francs and Canadian dollars with the aim of offsetting short

term money flows either from speculation or interest arbitrage. 

During the same period, the Federal Reserve completely 

liquidated any outstanding swap drawings, while drawings by 

other ,central banks amounted to only the relatively small sum 

of $65 million. This diminishing use of international credit 

facilities reflected a reduced U.S. deficit in the balance of 

payments, along with a narrowing of payments imbalances in 

other countries. This movement towards equilibrium was, however, 

interrupted in the second half of 1964 by the sterling crisis, 

a tightening bf credit facilities in Europe and a large outflow 

of capital from America. As a resulti severe speculative' 

pressures developed which required intergovernmental co-operation. 

In addition to extensive central bank swap operations 

both tte Treasury and Federal Reserve also engaged in forward 

operations in Dutch guilders and Swiss francs to calm exchange

market fears and encourage an outward flow of short-term funds 

from Amsterdarn and Zurich. The Swiss National Bank took 

certain steps to help cushion the effects of expected end-of

year pressures on the Swiss franc, while the German Federal 

Bank also made available swap facilities to commercial banks 

in Germany, for investments in U.S. Treasury bills, with the 

aim of offsetting market pressures induced by short-term 
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capital flows. Also, the Bank of Enrland intervened 

extensively in her forward market, for reasons which we have 

already seen, and thereby g~d.ned some temporary relief from 

speculative pressure on sterling's spot rate. Thus, as a 

result of central bank credit operations, American and foreign 

forward operations and, in addition, traditional buying and 

selling of gold, the pressures of late 1964 were countered 

'with a reasonable deg~ee of success. 

From March until August 1965, the foreign exchange 

markets continued to reflect the normal shifts in countries 

balance of p~yments positions but also, more importantly, the 

growing speculative. pressure on the pound. To meet these 

pressures, the Bank of England continued to make drawings on 

the swap facilities at the C.S. Federal Reserve, while using 

forward support to try and stabilise the dollar-sterling 

forward market. American forward - market activities, however, 

concentrated on trying to minimise the impact of the large 

Italian payments surplus on the exclanges and reserves, thereby 

stabilising the overall international monetary system by 

offsetting disequilibrium. 

In 1 0 62, the U.S. had reached an agreement with the 

Bank of Italy to share contracts, for the purchase of forward 

dollars, which that institution had entered into with Italian 

banks, with the object of encouraging the re-export of dollars 
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during a period of large paymehts suipluse~. These earlier 

U.S. contract~ were liquidated in March ,1964. However, because 

of the re-~mergence of further surpluse~, the U.S. began again 

in 1965 the sharing of similar contracts, along with the sale 

of gold totalling $80 million. In this way, she was able to 

absorb a large part of the dollar inflow,and reduce the 

disequilibrating effect of the surpl~ses on the exchange 

markets. 

The establishment of additional central bank arrange

~ents for the support of sterling, in September 1965, led to 

a weakening of speculative pressures and a"surprisingly strong 

recovery in the pound. The expectati6ns of an impending .crisis, 

gradually receded and, during the subsequent six months, ~ 

calmer atmosphere prevailed over the markets. This change in 

market sentiment was further accentuated by, what appeared to 

be, strong eviden~e that both Britain and America were at 

last overcoming their chronic paym,ents deficits and reestablish

ing equilibrium. 

This vJelcome stability.in the exchange markets was 

helped by a number of central banks, which took action to off

set the effects of any strains or pressures. For example, the 

Italians continued their swap arrangements with their dbmestic 

banks, and these were widely regarded as being successful. 

C. A. Coombs, v>Jriting in March 1~66, provided these observations: 
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-"they [the Italians] sold spot dollars to the banks under 
forward r·epurchase contracts in ord.er to funnel back 
into private channels dollars. that otherwise would have 
been qrained off into official reserves. This type of 
exchange operation •... reached record levels during 
1965, and served not only to promote balanced conditions 
in the Euro-dollar market, but also averted the 
possibility of large-scale drains on the United States 
gold stock and consequent reduction in international 
liquidity. II 1 

As before, both the U.S. Treasury and Fedeial Reserve System 

shared the se forward .exchange contracts. 

With this easing of pressure o~ sterling, and the 

improvement in the position of t~e dollar, the American 
-

authorities were able to reduce their short-term commitments. 

In add it ion to swap repayments, this reduction took the form 

of the paying off of all forward contracts, with the exception 

of tbe Italian commitments just noted. 

In 1966, the international fina~cial system was again 

subjected to considerable pressure, ~specially during July, 

. when speculation against the ·pound reached massive proportions. . . 

However, as a result of the severe deflationary measures 

introduced in Britain at the er:d of that month, the sterling 

and other foreign exchange markets became more orderly, 

although considerable anxiety still remained. 

During the firs~ quarter of 1967,· there was a strong 

recovery in sterling concurrent with a restoration of improved 

IF.R.B. Monthly Revie",} 1 March 1966, page 47. 
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baiance in exchange markets as inflationary' pressures 

receded and credit eased. H(~n."ever, a.t the end of May, the 

impending IVI;Lddle East War undermined confidence in both the 

gold and foreign exchange markets. Considerable strain was 

imposed on the Euro'-dollar market as a result of capital 

flowing to Switzerland. In addition, as a result of the 

supposed vulnerability of Britain with reg~~d to Middle East 

developments, pressure on sterling again intensified. 

To offset the situation in the ~uro-dollar market, the 

Bank for International Settlements drew $143 million from the 

Federal Reserve System on a swap basis. By' placing these 

f~nds in the Euro-market, the BIS quie~ened the market in. 

general while, in particular, reducing the pressure on sterling 

which had resulted from the higher interest rates prevailing. 

in this market. Pressure in the exchange market was met by 

the U.S. authorities, in co-operatio~ with the Bank of England. 

~bsorbing sterling through th~ purchase of spot against forward . . 

resale, the total amount absorbed equalling $112.8 million. 

Although disturbances in the Euro-dollar and exchange 

markets, were thus met in this way, . niarkets still remained' 

generally uneasy in the following months. In particular, 

sterling was still unde~ near-continuous pressure and this grew 

steadily worse iIi response to the continuinr. difficulties in 
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the Middle East, a spate of poor trad·e figures and a crippling 

dock strike. Finally, after an unpreced~nted wave of 

speculation during October and Nov~mber, the British 

authorities bowed to the inevitable and devalued sterling 

from $2.80 to $2.40. 

This triggered heavy speculative buying on the London 

gold market and ma~sive flows of furids acroSs the exchanges. 

To deal with the~e prpblems, the governors of the central 

banks of Italy, Belgium, Germany, Swi~zerland, the Netherlands, 

Britain and the United States met· in Frankfurt at the end of 

November.. As they wrote -in the comr.mnique at the end of this 

. meeting, they "took decisions on spec±fic measures to ensure 

by co-ordinated action orderly conditions in the exchange 

markets.and to support the present pattern of exchange rates 

based on the fixed price of $35 per ounce of gold." 

One of the major decisions taken at Frankfurt, of 

·particula~ importance in the context of this paper, was a co

ordinated launching of central bank operations in the forward 

market, specifically designed ~o dra~ back into the Euro

dollar market the flows of hot money·which had gone into 

European markets following sterling's devaluation. During 

November and December, ~uch forward operations by the German 

authorities totalled $850. milJion, whiJe similar operations 

by Switzerland, the Netherlands and Belgium, on behalf of the 
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U.S., helped considerably to preveht speculative inflows into 

these- countries. 

Throughout 1968, international financial markets were 

swept by unprecedented waves of speculation. The war in the 

Middle East, the devaluation of sterling, the massive 

speculation on the London gold market, the French political 

crisis and continuing imbalances among the· major trading 

countries, all subjected the system to se~ere strain. However, , . 

the monet~ry authorities of the major countries continued to 

strengthen their co-operative arr~ngements to meet each new 

crisis. Of particular importance v.TaS the agreement reached 

. at the Washington central bank meeting. in Mc:,rch 1968 to sus-

pend official intervention in the London gold market and to 

separate private and official transactions in gold. These new 

arrangements served to protect official' gold stocks from 

private speculation and thereby removed the worst effects of 

the rush into gold. 

As part of the effort to stabilise the exchange market 

in the "lake of the gold rush, ~he U. S', authori tie s und erwrote 

forward operations in Swiss francs and Dutch guilders by the 

central banks of Switzerland and the Netherlands. These 

operations increased U.S. forward commitments to $155.2-by the 

end of f:1arch but, in later months, reversals in the flow of 
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funds allowed the total liquidation of all these commitments. 

Over the next ten movths, the major 'development in the 

exchange markets was the wave of s:r-eculation on the 

expectation of a revaluation of the G2rman mark and a 

Q-evaluation of the French franc. Between late August and 

November, the German central bank vJas swamped by purchases of 

over $4 billion, while the Bank of England,and the Bank of 

Frarice suffered large speculative losses of over $2 billion. 

This flood of money across the exchanges was probably more the 

result. of national currency problems than of fundament~l 

deficiencies in the international financial. system, although 

,deficiencies certainly existed. The c~mpetitive strength of 

German exports; the struggle of ,the French authorities to 

stabilise their currency after the riots of Iv!ay, the slow 

~ecovery of sterling and the inflationary erosion of the value 

of the American dollar, all contributed towards the maintenance 

of anxiety and unri~rtainty 'in ,exchange markets. 

It was aga inst this backgr()'u'nd tha.t, in August, the U. S. 

authorities re-entered the fori,'rard market in German marks for 

the first tir(1.8 since 1961, and suppli.ed $33.8 million of 

forvJard marks to the New York market in support of much larger' 

swap operations by the German central bank. In November ,J 

during the height of 'the speculative demand for marks, the U.S. 
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Federal Reserve reactivated its swap line with the German 

central bank to finance· $40 ~illion of spot sales in New York. 

After the Bqnn meeting, the F.R.S. again sold marks forward 

in New York and covered them with a further $72.1 million of 

En,'Jap drawings. These forward comrnitments helped to meet this 

speculative fever, and were fully liquidated as the latter 

aoated and funds flowed out of Germany. From September 1969 

until the present" there has be en no .indication of any U.S. 

operations in forward markets, in spite of the highly volatile 

international monetary scene caused by tl:e Franc devaluat ion, 

the German temporary floating, followed by revaluation of the 

mark, and the present floating of the Canadian dollar. 

Having thus reviewed American intervention in forwa~d 

markets,. against the background of the drariatic developments 

in the intern8tional monetary system during the 1960s, one is 

faced with the task of trying to arrive at some conclusions 

~egarding its role and effica~y. 

What strikes one imr~diately is the difference between 

the American and British use of this technique. As was seen 

in Chapter 3, Britain adopted the policy of supporting the . 

sterling-dollar forward market, from November 1964 om-lards, 

as a \A,ay of meeting spec.ulative pressure on sterling, thereby 

hoping to make unnecessary (but, in reality, merely postponing 

ahd enlarging) deflationary policies to restore equilibrium to 
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the balance of payments. The America~s hav~ also supported 

the dollar when it has been '\.lnder sp~culative attack in the 

forward mar.ket, as was observed in 1961,. but this has not been' 

the primary function of forward support. 

The latter has been to stabilise the international 

monetary system as a whole by: the removal, or at· least the 

offsetting, of speculative pressures and p'ersistent dis-

equilibria in countries' balances of payments. This role has 

not arisen out of any foresighted, charitable benevolence on 

ihe part of America but from its position as banker of the 

gold - exchange standard vJhich carr ies with' it an incent i ve to 

h t ' f~" 1 preserve t e sys em s e ~lclency. Fiom what one is able·to 

judge from the information made available by the Federal 

Reserve 'Bank and the U.S. Treasurv. American forward inter-. , 
vention in foreign exchange markets, for these ends, has 

achieved a large degree of success· arid has come to represent 

~n important weap?n for offsetting.destabilising pressures. 

---- -------------------
lIn fact, as Harry Johnson has. written in rThe World Monetary 
Crisis I' (Encounter, A.ugust 1970) the. It severance of the offic ial 
from the private gold markets in March 196P has •.. put the' 
Western world on a de facto U. S. dollar standard. I: As a . 
result of the gold crisis, America can now, if it wishes, 
assert the dollar's primacy and force other countries to chose 
between pegging their exchange rate to the dollar and ~dopting 
a flexible exchange rate vis A vis the dollar. For an attack 
on the effects of this see C. G. Tether T s !'The anchor role of 
the dollar upsets world parities balance} I' London Financial 
~imes 10 August 1970~ 
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This verdict. is vindicated by the part forward intervention 

played in meeting the Italian surpluses of 1962 and 1965 and 

the massive speculation in e~pectation of the revaJu~ions of 

the Deutschemark in 1961 and 1969. 

Yet, as Aliber has noted,l the U.S. authorities have 

not substituted forward - rate policy for higher interest rates. 

Instead, they have maint~ined their short-term domestic 

interest rates at levels close to those prevailing in overseas 

markets. Forward intervention has been limited to the function 

of attracting funds from a country ~hose reserve build-up is 

seen as temporary, as in the case of Germany in 1961, and/or 

to offsetting speculative pressur~s. 

One reason for this unwillingness to use forward inter-

vention as a means of lowering internal rates of interest may 

be that rthe volume of funds shifted abroad in covered interest 

arbitrage has been smEll relativ~ to the total overflow of U.S. 

short-term funds; this is consistent with the continuing 

expectation that the dollar would remain weak in the exchange 

"market.,,2 There was therefore little that forward intervention 

could do to offset an outflow of covered interest arbitrage 

funds. 

Another reason for the apparent reluctan~e of the 

l.op. cit., page 39. 
";) 

-Aliber, op. cit., page 40. 
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American authorities to use forward - rate policy as a sub-

stitute for interest - rate policy has been that they do not 

wish to continually "roll-over" maturing forward contracts. 

Although they have done so in the past, this was only done 

when it was assumed that the country's gain in reserves would 

be temporary. When circumstancesl have prevented the 

liquidation of forward commitments in the market, liquidation 

was achieved with the assistance of foreign currencies 

obtained from inte.rnational institutions. This oceured in the 

case of forward commitments in Italian lire during 19662 • By 

this method,. the authorities short position is transferred from 

operators in the eX'change market to foreign monetary authorities. 

As was seen, U.S. forward intervention often took place 

on a co-operative basis with foreign countrjes, the latter 

supporting the intervention and supplying the American 

~uthorities with their currencies. Such countries have 

generally taken the view that U.S. domestic interest rates 

should be irr line with their own rates. If such co-operation 

thereby limits the American use of forward support as a means 

of gaining gr~ater freedom for domestic monetary policy, 

another method which could be adopted, to. offset short-term 

-----------------,---------------
li.e. a rev~rsal in the direction of the net currency' movement. 
2 
c.f. F.R.B. Review, September 1966, page 195. 
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capital flows, is a greater degree ofoexchartge - rate 

flexibility. 

Duri~g the first part of the 1960s, the U.S. government ° 

in fact Moved in the opposite direction by their buying and 

selling of foreign currencies near their par values. l For 

example, when they sold the mark and guilder to offset the 

inflow of funds into Germany and the Netherlands, they did so 

well within the support limits,. ther~by limiting the range of 

fluctuation of these currencies in ter~s of the dollar. 

Furthe~, when they re-entered the~e two markets to offset their 

short positions) it was at rates close to their upper support 

limits; this also limited the possibility of greater flexthilityo 

in exchange rates. 

HOVlever, in the late 1960s, this policy changed and we 

are now witnessing official support in Washington for a greater 

degree of exchange - rate flexibility as part of a reform-
2 package for the international monetary system. This public 

conversion of the U.S. to the idea of gfeater flexibility of 

ruling exchange - rate parities, though undoubtedly prompted 

by a search for a solution to its owri balance of payments 

difficulties, is an extremely welcome development. However, 

IThis pOint is well illustrated by Aliber in his consideration 
of the early period of U.S. forward intervention: op.cit., 
·page 38. 

2 
See Introduction, page 2 footnote 1. 
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it received ~ set-back at the Group of Ten meeting in July, 

when the Common Market countries reaffirmed their wish to 

maintain the maximum possible degree of rigidity, even though 

this desire is influenced more by the difficulties created by 

the comClOn agricultural policy than by a serious examination· 

of the case for flexibility on general grounds. 

With regard to America's balance of payments difficulti 

some observatioI?::> shovld be made as to how one can reconcile 

support of her policy of forward intervention with the exist 

of fundamental disequilibrium in her p~yment accounts. The 

first point, of course, is that sin~e the U.S. has concentl 

on foreign forward exchange markets, while only occasionaJ 

intervening to meet speculative pressures in her own mark 

the criticisms directed ~gainst British use of forward s 

are muted, if not invalid, in trllS context. Of more im 

however, is the fact that, even if she did intervene OJ 

continuous, unlimited basis in her fqrKard market, wh~ 

balance of payments was in disequilibrium, this would 

synonomous with the case of forward intervention whic 

~ejected earlier as inappropri~te and dangerous becal 

. strong possibility of devaluatiori. AS.a result of An 

• unique position in the international financial ~ysten 

I not easy for the dollar to be devalued. What matter 

lc.f. Peter Jay's Illj,;hy the U.S. dollar should be Deve 
International .Currency Review, ~2rch 1970. 
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equilibrating international trade and payments flows is a 

change in the parity of the dollar expressed in terms of its 

parity with the weighted average, of all other currencies. 

This parity is decided by all the other 112 members of the 

I.M.F. acting unilaterally in their own capitals without any 

obligation to consult Washington. 

The U.S. is free, subject'to certain 1MF form21ities, 

to change the official gold price. But nsince no one who was 
- . 

not willing to r~value against the dollar independently of 

this action would have any reason to do so merely because of 

it, this would not affect the dollar's true parity.nl (Jay). 

This point is clearly explained in the U.S. Council of Economic 

Advisors annual report for 1970: 

!I ••• the United States clearly exercises only indirect 
influence over the exchange value for its currency, in 
contrast to the more direct control exercised by other 
countries. fl (page 141). 

This, of course, is what much of the U.S. support for greater 

exchange rate flexibility is all about, although she undoubtedly 

recognises that there is a case for that independently, that is 

as a means of allowing the. internati.onal economy to adjust its 

perpetual payments imbalances more smoothly. 

Thus, the problem for the rest of the world, is how to 

-----------,-------_._----_.,-----_._--------, 
1 I bid ., pa gel 0 . 
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enable the dollar to devalue, in a setting where this can 

only be done by a weighted majority of other currencies 

revaluing i~ terms of the benchmark most commonly used: the 

dollar. Because of the immense difficulties which would arise 

in trying to achieve such a change, the dollar, in contrast 

to· other currencies, is relatively'secure from devaluation and 

this, therefore, must strengthen the ca~e for her use of 

forward intervention in the face of speculation against the 

dollar. One thus has here an exception to the rule that a 

~ountr~ should not intervene to give forward support to its 

currency if its balance pf payments is in a.state of 

.fundamental disequilibriuml 



Part III~ Conclusion. 

Forward market intervention, by the monetary 

authorities of a country, is a useful technique for maintain-

ing order in the international monetary system. Used in the 

manner pract'ised by the U. S., such a 'policy YI can reverse or 

neutralize short-term capital flows by creating profitable 

investment opp6itunities - free of exchange risk to the asset 

holder - that produce counterflows of ,direction and magnitude 

dictated by policy objectives of the moment."l However, as 

exemplified by Britain's adoption of forward support b~tween 

1964 and 1967, the technique can also be damagingly misused 

when, as in this case, ~t was applied "as a shield behind 

which it is possible to i'nflate \ovith comparative impunity 

1 d ., ,,2 over a pro onge perloo. 

As was seen in the theoretical section of this paper, 

active intervention in the forward market permits a country 

.to protect its reserves in two main types of situations. The 

first is when the existence of higher foreign interest rates 

attract funds from, or obstruct funds from corning to the 

a ___ • _____ • _______ . _______ • __ • ___ _ 

1 H.G. Grubel, Forward Exchange, SJ2.£.cul.:::.tion §.nd the Int~r1'l~tional 
Flow of Capital, Chapter 19, page IbCf. 

2" .. . t 
'r..Inzlg, OPe CI ., p&ge 545. 
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country under consideration. The second is when that 

country's currency is under speculative attack in the exchange 

market or when there is a general expectation that a foreign 

currency will be revalued. For our summary recapitulation of 

these two circumstances, Britain will be used as the domestic 

countfy to permit ease in exposition. 

To protect the U.K. reserve-s in both situations, the 

British authorities would buy pounds, and sell dollars in the 

forward market, thereby increasing the forward price of the 

former. If they were trying to stop a covered interest 

arbitrage outflow, induced by an intrinsic premium on a foreign 

currency, the authorities would purchase forward pounds until 

their price equalled the interest _. rate cl ifferential. As a 

result, interest arbitrageurs wo~ld cease to move funds out 

of London, on a covered basis, since the cost of forward cover 

has become too high. 

To actively encourage an inflow of funds, the government 

would buy forward sterlirig until the latter's price exceeded 

the interest differential. The larger the premium created in 

this way, the larger will be the inflovJ of funds and the 

greater will be the increase in reserves. By their buying of 

forward sterling y the authorities in Britain commit themselves 

to the delivery of foreign currencies on the maturing of the 
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forward contracts. If, by the time the latter falls due, 

foreign rates of interest have not fallen relative to those 

prevailing ~n London, the authorities maj~ "rollover" these 

contracts. They would then once more purchase forward ppunds 

and provide the foreign currencies, resulting from the sale 

of spot pounds, for the liquidation of those forward contracts 

which have matured. In this way, new" forwA~d contracts would 

be created and, unless the foreign currencies formed part of 

the reserves, the authorities would take on a short position 

fn these currencies until the final liquidation of the 

contracts. 

If the government had not choseh to adopt a policy.of 

forward support, their reserves would have been reduced as a 

result of the arbitrage outflow, or they would not have increased 

in response to the induced inflow. However, it is possible, 

that, under certain circumstances, the authorities forward 

commitment may be greater thari the reserve loss which would 

have resulted if there had been no j nter"vention. This comparison, 

which formed the basis of the Aliber-Goldstein controversy, 

is of particular importance if there is speculation against" 

sterling and there is a possibility of the latters devaluation 

(or a foreign currency'~ revaluation) while therp are outstanding 

forward commitments. VIherE": such parity chD.nges are unlikely, 
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the buying of forward sterlin~ on official account will affect 

the forward rate by the same amount as an equivalent purchase 

by ·interest arbitrageurs. I,f the authorities purchase a 

certain quantity of forward pounds at a particular exchange 

rate I' •••• they reduce the amount that those engaging in 

covered interest arbitrage can buy at this rate on a one-for-
. 

one basis. Hence, in no~-speculative situations, the size of 

the official forward position should correspond with the loss 

in reserves th~t otherwise vwuld have occurred. ,,1 

Turning to the second situat'ion, offic ial forvlard 

support can also offset speculative pressure against the currency, 

when that pressure has been ca.used by expectations of a de-

valuation of that currency or a revaluation of another currency. 

Speculation is likely to occur in the forward market under 

such circumstances since 8. smaller down payment is required 

than in the spot market, thereby lettinr speculators take on 

a larger short position. As a result oft6ese speculative sales 

of (using our example) forward pounds, the price of the latter 

falls to a discount below the prevailing interest parity.2 As 

, this discount increases, interest arbitrageurs find it 

jncreasingly attractive to move ,funds out of' London on a 

lAliber, OPe cit., page 29. 

3This fall in forward sterling1s price is necessary to encourage 
people to buy forward pounds, thereby t&k5nr on the other side 
of the forward contracts offered by speculators. 
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-cqvered basis, without sustaining an exchange risk, and this 

leids to a drain on the reserves. An additional loss of 

reserves may also result from the discount on forward sterling 

inducing speculators to take on a short position against ster

ling in the spot market, this causing ~n immediate drain. 

However, if the authorities support the forward rate, 

th~y will remove, or at feast reduce, this incentive to shift 

arbitrage funds.,. thus' stopping this particular source of 

reserve loss. In addition, speculative short positions in 

the spot market will also be smaller, thereby offsetting 

another source of loss. As with the first situation, of off

settin[ a perverse interest incentive, the government has· to 

provide foreign currencies on the maturity'of these contracts, 

with the same implications for "rolling over" and absorbinf' a 

short position until their final liquidation. 

Having summarised the two situations in which forward

exchange policy can be applied, it is nece~sary to establish 

the costs and benefits of such a policy, for only then can 

conclusions be reach~d ~egarding advisability of use. Following 

the example of Grubel, this analysis will be conducted under 

the headings of financial effects, balance of payments effects 

and real soc ial effects of intervention. 

Official fOr1A!ard support may result in exchange profits 

or losses. If the authorities pursue such a policy to offset 
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speculation against their domestic currency, they are likely 

to sustain a profit since they will be purchasing foreign 

currencies at a relatively low price in the spot market while 

selling these currencies at a relatively higher price in the 

forward market. However, if forward intervention is used to 

counteract an outflow, or induce an inflow, of funds under 

covered arbitrage, an exchanGe loss is likely to result. 

Grubel has summarised the situation as follows: 

fl •••• forward - exchange policy limited to the rein
forcement of an existing interest rate differential, 
other things being equal, tends to be profitable for 
the government, and to be unprofitable where the 
policy .is designed to overcome an existinf interest -
rate differential. In terms of commitments to 
speculators, wherever its position on future price 
forecasts opposes that of the s~eculators, the 
government will profit if the speculators are wrong 
and lose if they are right. H 1 

Yet, even if exchange losses do result, the latter should be 

compared with the costs which would have arisen fro~ the use 

of other policies designed to protect the reserves. Such an 

alternative policy is interest - rate cbanges designed to 

preserve external balance. This has a positive financial cost 

through its increasing of the cost of servicing short-term 

government debt. In these direct terms, such a policy is a 

1 
Grubel, Ope cit., page 139. 
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more expensive way of protecting a country's reserves than th~ 

use of forward support. The 'latte~ has the added advantage 

of being a price-descrimination policy t'; •• since it permits, 

the authorities to make a special interest premium available 

tO,the relatively few short-term investors who may shift their 

funds internationally in resr6nse to interest differentials, 

arid ,not to others who are unlikely to shift their funds abroad.!, l 

Further, an addiiionai financial ben~fit of such a policy is 

that, ~s was seen in our examinat~on of U.S. intervention, it 

can augment the governments freedom to use monetary policy for 

purely internal needs. 

One final point, concerning financial costs and be~efits 

of forward intervention, is that such profits and losses as do 

arise' merely represent a social income ~edistribution, and do 

not involve a loss or gain of productive resources. 2 This is 

an important point-which i~ frequeritly forgotten. 

Turning to· balance of payments effects of forward support, 

one can distinguish four distinct influences: interest payments 

to foreigners, speculation gai~s or losses by foreigners, 

changes in balance of trade, and changes in stock of capital.-

1 
~Aliber, op. cite, page'32. 

2This is assuming that no' speculators or asset holders are 
foreigners. 
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T~e strength and direction of these vary with the circumstances 

of each situation; for instance, if forward intervention 

attracts additional funds fr'om abroad, interest payments will 

increase; if it induces an outflow, such payments will be 

reduced. Although it is therefore difficult to generalise 

regarding t~ese influences, one is r~asonably sure of being 

correct when one says that short-term capital flows are the 

most importantfacto~ of the four, especially in the short-run. 

Further, given that the proportion of trade based on forward -

exchange is small, given typical price elasticities for imports 

and exports, and given the normally s,ma 11 range of forward -

exchange mov'ement, the balance of' trade effect will generally 

be relatively smalle However, since in the'long-run the 

importance of these two factors could be reversed, it is 

difficult to be more than speculative in ones conclusions 

regarding the effects of forward support on the balance of 

payments. 

As for the real costs and benefits of forward exchange 

policy, one can isolate three categories. The first is the 

change in the transfer of resources to foreigners. To the 

extent that the above footnot~ is invalid, and some forward -
y • 

exchange speculators are'foreigners, the latters' profits 

represent a reduction in the domestic, country's productive 
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resources, while interest payments made to them represent a 

resource tr&nsfer. However, since the capital, on which 

this interest has been paid, has probably contributed towards 

an augmentation of the receiving country's productivity in 

excess of the interest payments, these payments are not a 

social loss. Further, to the extent that they are taxed, they 

form a net gain. As before, the o·pposite is true when forward 

intervention induces a~ outflow of foreign short-term capital. 

The second category is the resource cost of selling and 

buying exchange. However, this is likely to be negligible and 

warrants no further consideration. The final category is the 

important gains which arise from forward intervention permitting 

the country to pursue a policy of full employment independent 

of considerations of external balance. As Britain, particularly, 

has learnt, domestic monetary policy, pursued with the aim of 

maintaining full employment, price stability and a fixed 

exchange rate, frequently conflicts with requirements for 

external balance. As Grubel has written: 

"In the typical situation, a certain domestic interest 
rate is required to maintain full employment but it is 
too low, relative to that prevailing in other countries, 
to attract the short-term funds necessary to tide the 
country over a temporary, perhaps cyclical, imbalance 
in its external payments. Raising the· interest rate 
would attract the foreign funds but would cause under
employment of domestic resources." 1 
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Thus, by ad6pting forward support as a monetary technique 

operating on the external balance, this policy conflict, 

resulting in loss of output~ can be avoided. This is probably 

the largest real benefit to be gajned from pursuing a policy 
1 

of forward intervention; yet, as was seen above in our 

consideration of U.S. intervention, ~uch a gain may be 

impossible to achieve because of the requi~ements of inter-

natiorial monet~ry co~operation. 

Having briefly examined the balance sheet of costs and 

benefits resulting from forward - exc"hange policy, we are now 

in a position to reach some conclu~ions regarding advisability 

of use. Taking into consideration the theoretical analy~is of 

Chapter 2, and the practical issues as broufht out by the 

examination of Britain'~ and America's use of forward support 

in Chapters 3 and 4, I find myself agreeing with the view of 

most writers on the subject (with the exception of Aliber) who 

argue that forward intervention sh04ld only be used to offset 

speculation in forward exchange when devaluation is unlikely. 

I concede that this·conclusion may not always be correct since, 

as was seen earlier,2 it ~epends on a comparison of two sides 

of an inequality and it is impossible.to say categorically 

lc.f. above, page 124 

.2 f c. • above, page 54 
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which will be the greater, since they are influenced by the 

characteristics of each situation. Yet, since it is important 

£or an economist to provide a .positive policy recommendation 

to the government and not a non-comnital analysis, I would say 

that, in the majority of cases, the book-losses resulting from 

forward intervention followed by devaluation would be unaccept

ably high. Although I am only speculating (since it is as yet 

unknown when in November 1967 Britain dropped its s~pport of 

forward sterling) it would seem likely that it was this 

realisation which finally forced the abandonment of Britain's 

policy of unli~nited forward intervention just'yrior to 

devaluation. Seeing the inevitability of devaluation, it mpst 

have been realised that fon'lard support was no longer tenable. 

For the sake of academic curiosity, thjs is one particular 

circumstance where it would be desirable for Britain to abandon 

the secrecy with which it surrounds forward market policy and to 

emulate more closely the example of America's public disclosure 

of details regarding the timing, magnitude and nature of 

intervention! 

If devaluation is avoidable, then forward intervention 

is an extremely useful policy for protecting; a country's 

reserves against perverse interest incentives and speculative 

attack. In contrast to capital controls, the policy can be 

quickly applied, and is inu-,ediately effective in large or small 
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amounts. Further, it can be reversed, or stopped completely, 

with9ut creating gre&t difficulties. Thus, forward support 

seems distinctly preferable ~o changes in interest rates since, 

as we have seen, the latter can conflict with other policy 

objectives. 

In offsetting speculative attacks on a currency, forward 

intervent ion should only be used whe re such 'spe culat ion is in 

response to temporary ~nd reversing disequilibrium' in the 

country's balance of payments. It should not be applied, as 

in the case of Britain between 1964 and 1967, where speculation 

is against fundamental di~equilibrium. In the first situation, 

the very act of intervention is a sign that the government. is 

prepared to meet the speculation and gurantee its exchange 

rate's parity. In the second situation, where the government 

is uncertain about its ability to avoid devaluation, it is 

prudent to refrain from supporting the forward rate even though 

this means losing the imoediate benefits which can arise from 

such a policy) particularly in terms of real benefits. 

Having thus answered the specific questions posed at 

the beginning o£ this paper, it would be useful to go on to 

make conwents of a more general ne,ture. One of these concerns 

the importance of co-operation between theory and practice 

in Forward Exchange. As Einzig has written, in a paper on this 
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"On the one hand, we have a highly intricate system, 
"the almost infinite varietv of technical details of 
which cannot be rriastered· adequately without a thorough 
practical experience. On the other hand, we have an 
important set of economic principles arising from the 
study of that system with all its manifold broader 
implications, v-rhich cannot be mastered adequately 
without being familiar with methods of theoretical 
analysis. I' 

However, because of the failure of many Foreign Exchange dealers 

to be trained in theoretical aspects of their profession, and a 

comparable failur~ by theoretical writers on Forward Exchange 

to be familiar with practical aspects, this co-operation has 

often not existed with the result that there has proved to be 

a gap between Forward exchange theory and practice. This has 

had important consequences in many past instances, ·two of the 

latter having already appeared in the analysis above. 

The first, reference to which was made in the examination 

of the British Treasury's written and oral evidence to the 

Radcliffe Committee, was the surprising delay in acknowledging 

the existence of the Eurb-dollar market. Although the latter 

had already become considerably important by 1957, the report 

of the Radcliffe Committee seems to have been produced in 

total ignorance of it. The report, and e~pecially the evidence 

to the Committee, was supposed to represent the closest knowledge 

,....,--_. __ ... _._-_. __ . -.~--~--
Ie. Einzig "The Relations between PrClctice and Theory of Forward 
Exchange IT • Banca Na z ionale del La voro; Quarterly Rev ie1,1 , 
September 1962, page 227. 
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of the workings of the monetary system; yet in neither is 

ther~ to be found the slightest reference to the existence, 

let alone the operbtions, of this market. 

In addition to its impact on Forward Exchange, that 

device wos bound to have affected already Money markets and 

the domestic supplies of credit, a fact which Sir Oliver 

Franks, a chiirman of one of the clearing banks and a member 

of the Radcliffe Committee, must have known. If the gap be-

tween theory and practice had not produced such a glaring 

oversight, the realisation of the Euro-d611ar market's 

influence mi~ht have altered the Committee's recommendations. 

These, in turn, might have brought home to many economists the 

realisation that "to deal with international and even domestic 

monetary problems without allowing for the influence of 

Forward Exchange is like performing Hamlet without the prince, 

or at any rate without the gravedigger,·.l 

A second instance of the g2p between the theory and 

practice of Forward Exchange involved an influential economist 

at the I.M.F., Tsian~, putting forward a false theory as a 

result of being apparently unfamiliar with forward exchange 

practice. A.s was seen above,2 he argued that when the 

authorities have to renew maturing forward contracts, they 

___ 0 __ -

J..t;. .. • t 
~lnzlg, Ope Cl-., page 230. 

2c . fo• page 34 above. 
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thereby double their commitments. It was left to Auten t-o 

point out that renewal means buying or selling spot against 

forward exchange (the "rolling over" process to which we have 

already alluded) and that, in consequence, the overall result 

is a preservation of the original position. Such an 

eleme,ntary piece of information would surely have been common 

knowledge in any Foreign Exchange Department, let alone at 

the Fund l 

There are many other instances of important deficiencies 

arising from inadequate contact between the theoreticians 

and practicians of Forward Exchange, the details of which can 

be found set out in Einzigfs article. They all underline the 

necessity of closer co-operation in the future if knowled~e 

of Forward Exchange among economists is to keep pace with its 

development, and increasing importance, in the real world. 

This reference to the future prompts some consideration 

of how the place of official forward intervention in the 

international monetary system will be affected if some of the 

reforms to that system, which are at present being considered J 

are ever implemented. The reforms which this author has in 

mind are those relating to adjustment and liquidity. 

That reforms have be en proposed for' the international 

monetary system is now well known to even the most casual 
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newspaper reader. According to some of the latest academic 

studies on the subject,l there are three logically distinct, 

although interrelated probl~ms, commonly referred to as the 

p~oblems of international liquidity, of payments adjustment 

and of confidence. This paper is obviously not the place to 

analyse these problems, or the many reforms which have been 

proposed to help overcome them. A cursory Mention should be 

made, however, of how. these factors might influence the future 

development of forward exchange policy. 

It is generally acknowledged that these three problems 

are closely related. It is clear that the more effective the 

adjustment mechanism beco~es, perhaps through a greater degree 

of exchange rate flexibility, the smaller will be the need for , 

liquidity to fin&nce deficits since more effective adjustment 

makes deficits smaller and.eliminates them sooner. There are 

IE. G. Johnson, "The VJorld Monetary Crisis,!! Encounter, 
August, 1970. 

vI. S. Salant, f' Interna t ional Reserves and Payments Adjustment I! 
in Banca Nazionale del Lavoro Quarterly Review, September 1969. 

R. Triffin, "The International 
Monetary System of the 1970s". October' 69. 

Alan Day, 'IThe International 
Monetary Situation". February 169. 

Otmar Emminger IT'l'he Brave New 
World of S.D.R S .". August 169. 

International 
Currency 
Review. 
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two.forces working here which could affect fQr~Jard - exchange 

. policy. The mo~e speedy the elimination of disequilibrium 

through exchange rate adjustment, the less need there would 

be for official forward support to offset pressures created 

by temporary balance6f payments difficulties. Further, the 

smaller the stock of available liqutdity, in the form of gold 

and currencies, the less a government will be prepared-~o put 

these' at any risk by intervenjng. forward, especially if there 

is any possibility of devaluation. These two forces, of 

adjustment and liquidity, are also·related in a ~ay that 

operates in the opposite directioh. The larger are a country's 

liqriid international assets, the les~ i~ the pressure on it to 

eliminate a deficit, and the mor~ it will be prepared to 

mortgage some proportion of these assets by supporting the 

forward rate to meet the speculative and 'other pressures created 

by this deficit. 

Similarly, there is a' two-way relation between the 

liquidity of a reserve ~ currency country and reserve -

switching induced by lack of co~fidence in that currency. 

The larger is such a country's liquidity, the less likely it 

is that countries possessing assets denominated in its 

currency will doubt the maintenance of that currency's par 

value and therefore the less likely they are to withdraw funds 

owing to lack of confidence. This reduces the need of 
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official forward support to offset such a capital outflow. 

Operating in the other direction is the fact that the greater 

is thedanger of foreign holders conierting assets in a 

country's currency into other c~rrencies, the greater are the 

reserves needed by the country in which they hold those assets. 

Ther'efore, on the one side, high liquidity both reduces the 

danger of withdrawal's and increases the ability to wi t'hsti,friCf---' 

them when they occ~r; op the other, the greater the danger of 

such withdrawals, the greater is the liquidity needed. The 

net effect of all this on the need 'for forKard support is 

obviously difficult to det~rmine. 

A corresponding two-way relation-between adjustment ~nd 

reserve-switching further complicates the issue. Given the 

amount of,a country's liquidity, the more effectively that 

country adjusts to eliminate payments deficits, the less likely 

it is that foreign-asset holders will liquidate these assets 

through fea~ of devaluation and'therefore the less is the danger 

of reserve-switching. This would seem likely to reduce further 

the need for,forhard support to ~ounteiact a confidence - induced 

outflow of capital. Operating in the other direction, however, 

is the fact that instability in the holdings of a country's assets 

can increase the burden on the adjustment process by converting 

a small deficit jnto a larg~ one, thereby making the previously 
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satisfactory degree of adjustment quite inadequate. 

Thi~ bewildering array of forces and count~r-forces 

should make apparent how purely speculative any attempt. 

would be to isolate the overall effect on forward - exchange 

policy, of any reforms designed to increase the liquidity of 

speed adjustment of, or improve confidence in, the inter-

nat.ional monetary system. However, this should in no way 

preclude economi'sts from attem·pting· to examine these effects 

since they will undoubtedly influence· the need for,. and 

operation of, official forward intervention in the future. 
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